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Abstract

Context. Little academic research has been conducted in the area of open innovation as a strategy
used by SMEs in their innovation process. In addition, small companies are subjected to liabilities to
smallness and newness, for which open innovation could be the solution. This thesis focuses on two
small Swedish high–tech companies. On the one hand we concentrate our studies on a software
consultancy company providing programming services, on the other hand, the thesis also look on a
small nano–technology company creating their product around material science innovation.
Objectives. The purpose of this study is to investigate what strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats these specific high-tech companies perceive in using open innovation in their business model.
Methods. For accomplishing the investigations we have conducted two case studies. Through a
review of relevant literature, a theoretical framework was first constructed, up on which we based the
formulation of open-ended questions, to serve as a foundation for further data gathering. For the first
case study, data was collected by interviewing the case firm’s CEO and for the second case study we
used the participant observation method.
Results. The collected data was analysed and discussed in comparison to the literature. Additionally,
the findings of each case were schematically evaluated by performing a SWOT analysis on open
innovation, as observed by each of our two case firms and related to literature findings.
Conclusions. We conclude that small firms are hampered in their innovation and commercialisation
process is limitations related to smallness and newness. It was identified that, although limited by
financial and structural constrains, small companies are able to use a considerable amount of open
innovation aspects in their business model. These being especially those that are less resource
demanding, such as employee involvement and co-creation with the customer or with other sources to
innovation, like universities. It was also recognized that, while being open when capitalizing on
certain aspects of open innovation to boost their innovation and commercialization process, the case
firms also recognize the importance for especially small firms to protect the core technology
knowledge from being leaked externally, as this is the vital component of their existence.

Keywords: Open innovation, strategy, SME, software consulting, nano technology.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Just as for large enterprises, small and medium–sized enterprises (SMEs) need to innovate in
order to stay competitive and to grow. Little academic research has been conducted in the
area of open innovation, as a strategy used by SMEs in their innovation process. We
therefore believe that understanding the effects and opportunities within open innovation is
important for especially SMEs, in order to stay competitive. This should be even more true
for high tech companies, which face the effects of globalization to a higher degree compared
to more traditional industries. In addition, small companies are subjected to liabilities to
smallness and newness, for which open innovation could be the solution. Therefore, our
interest is to study more in-depth the ability for SMEs to apply open innovation as a strategy
and we want to explore both the pros and cons of so doing. With this in mind, we what to
investigate two small high tech SMEs in two different technology areas; 1) nano technology
and 2) software services.

1.2

Problem discussion

Small companies belong to a complex innovation ecosystem where finding a niche, or
becoming unavoidable in the value chain is essential to the firm’s survival and growth.
Hence, small companies, with limited resources, could benefit a lot from understanding and
successfully implementing open innovation in their business model.
Small companies, more than any other company, need to exploit external competences and
resources not available inside the company, in order to innovate, develop, and finally
commercialize and distribute their products or services in a successful way. As indicated in a
report from the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Science (2008), globalization, and
the increased international competition that comes with it, as well as SMEs strong
dependence on large companies, put pressure on the effectiveness of small companies’
innovation process. In addition, globalization forces small SMEs to stay competitive, as outsourcing from Sweden to new markets continues. The incorporation of open innovation in
the business model and strategic formulation could as such be an interesting additional
competitive instrument especially for small companies.
Moreover, the closed innovation era, where a company alone is the only source for
innovation and commercialization is no longer valid. In closed innovation, technologies not
fitting to the company’s own business model is considered as spill overs and cost of doing
research. For SMEs, closed innovation is not a viable approach to innovation, considering
their limited resources. As such SMEs need to innovate in a different, more collaborative
way with other strategically important companies.
The open innovation concepts, on the other hand, with its inbound and outbound flows of
knowledge and technologies, is the logical evolution for managing innovation in a globalized
and technology driven industry. Companies in general, and specifically small companies,
cannot afford to innovate on their own, but need to partner up and co–develop with other
companies to launch their products and services. The implementation of open innovation in a
SME could as such reduce the costs of R&D, distribution and commercialization, as well as
improve the way a company addresses their customer demands, which in turn could cut the
product and service time–to–market.
Small companies surely face many challenges in adopting open innovation. At the same time
they can certainly benefit from some very powerful practices that are not available to large
enterprises. These advantages can guide how these small companies formulate their strategy
and business models, as well as how they define the roles they can take on in an industrial
innovation context in order to be successful outperform their competitors.
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1.3

Problem formulation and purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate how two small companies in Sweden, one active
in nano technology and the other in software services, implement or could implement open
innovation in their strategic formulation and business model. While SMEs in general and
Swedish high–tech SMEs in particular have been the subject of little concern within the
academic research on open innovation, it is in the interest of the authors of this thesis to
investigate such cases more in depth. More concretely, the theoretical problem of this thesis
is to answer the following research question: “To identify strategic implications in applying
Open Innovation in a small Swedish high–tech company”.
Our intention is not to make any generalizations, or to make any hypostasis, and we will
therefore keep the differences between the two companies well separated due to the
differences between a product based and a service based company, in order to investigate if
open innovation is currently in use and if it could be the potential solution for progressing,
respectively.

1.4

De–limitations

This thesis focuses on two small Swedish high–tech companies. On the one hand it will
concentrate on JeeLee Software, a consultancy company in the south of Sweden which value
proposition is in providing customized solutions and programming services only. On the
other hand, the thesis will look on Applied Nano Surfaces (ANS), a small nano–technology
company in the Stockholm region, building their value proposition and product around
material science innovations. By considering only two small Swedish companies, it is
evident that we will not be able to propose any generalisations of a scietific type, i.e. to
advance the dicipline of business administration in respect to the usage of open innovation in
SMEs, or to any global aspects of the same.
The focus is practical, i.e. to conduct an analysis on the qualitative dimensions to apply open
innovation as a strategy for conducting business in a SME. Hence, the thesis do not pretend
to research the area of econometric variables related to open innovation in SMEs, but want to
understand the practices used from a managerial perspective. This will not only provide us
with further knowledge contributing to the literature on open innovation in SMEs, but will
also improve our understanding on what open practices that are actually in use, and what
practices are merely theoretical models, which is not so much applicable for a SME as it is
for a large firm.

1.5

Thesis structure

The structure of this thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 – Theory, contains a short introduction to innovation in general and more
specifically on open innovation and its usage, motives and challenges for SMEs. The reader
is provided with a review on the relevant theoretical literature needed in order to understand
relevant aspects for our case studies used in this work.
Chapter 3 – Method, continues by defining and discussing the used research methods and
techniques. This chapter also presents the selected research design and the used data sources.
It discusses the techniques for collecting data and how the data was analysed. The chapter
finishes by supplying an aggregated view on certain important flaws and weaknesses related
to the used methods and techniques.
Following the method chapter are two descriptive chapters, chapter 4 and chapter 5, on the
conducted case studies. Chapter 4 contains the case study on Applied Nano Surfaces, while
Chapter 5 continues with the case study on JeeLee Software. These chapters aim to describe
the facts as derived from collective data and should serve as to prepare the reader for the
following analysis and conclusion.
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Chapter 6 – Analysis and Discussion, contains the individual analysis from a SWOT
perspective on open innovation, as used by the two case firms and aims at answering our
research question.
Chapter 7 – Conclusion, summarizes the main abilities and limitations of our case firm’s
view of apply open innovation in their business model, as identified by the analysis and
discussion. This chapter ends with a suggestion for interesting future research topics.
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2

THEORY

2.1

Introduction to innovation

As an introduction to the subject of innovation, let us start by looking at the word invention.
Invention is defined as the act (or process) of inventing, a new device, method, or process
developed from study and experimentation (West & Bogers 2010.). Invention is also the
domain of science or specific technological process that may take place within a scientific
paradigm, at the border of them or in the theoretical shift toward another paradigm (Freeman
1982).
The definition of the word “innovation” resembles the definition of the word “invention”.
Innovation is the act of introducing something new or something newly introduced. This
could be a (totally) new idea, method, or device but it could also be a renewal or an
improvement of something that already exist (West & Bogers 2010). However, there is an
important difference between the two words. According to Roberts (1988), innovation is
composed of two parts. The first part is the actual new idea, or the invention, and the second
is the conversion of the new invention into a business, something that adds value to the user.
One could say that the innovation is accomplished with the first commercial transaction
(Freeman 1982). Until the first transaction has occurred all we got is an invention.

(6(0)(

,(-),'0)(
,)--

)()'$
&5

Figure 2.1 Innovation – Transforming an invention into economic value.
It is clear that a big part of innovation is the transformation process from invention to value.
Innovation is more clearly an economic concept, this is not only proposing something new to
the market but this proposition is a driver of economic growth. An innovation improves the
value–to–cost ratio by reducing the cost (not only money but also difficulty, pollution etc.)
and/or improving the value (e.g. health, effectiveness, speed etc.). Classic examples of
innovation include the spinning Jenny, the telephone and the computer to name a few. This
raises the question of how this is done. I.e. how do we transform an invention into value?
What alternatives are there? There are two fundamentally different so-called paradigms (i.e.
a distinct concept); firstly there is a traditional paradigm which has been challenged by a new
paradigm that offers a different way of looking at innovation.
The traditional process of creating innovations has been to handle all parts of innovation
internally with–in the firm. This means that the firm first created an invention and then
developed a product (or service); all within its own R&D departments and the product (or
service) was then commercialized through the firm’s own distribution channels to the
market. This paradigm is called “Closed Innovation” or sometimes referred to as vertically
integrated innovation” (Chesbrough 2003). Closed innovation assumes that innovation is
described by R&D, patent numbers and licenses and emphasizes on the supply side, i.e.
production (West & Bogers 2010).
Secondly, Chesbrough claimed that the underlying logic for the traditional way of innovating
(i.e. closed innovation) has become obsolete due to a number of factors such as the
increasing availability of skilled workers, the venture capital market, external options for
ideas sitting on the shelf and the increasing capability of external suppliers (Chesbrough
2003).
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As a contrast to the closed innovation paradigm, there are a number of so–called distributed
innovation perspectives. These are known as User Innovation1, Cumulative Innovation2 and
Open Innovation. The common denominator for these perspectives is the fact that they place
greater emphasis on difficult quantifiable processes, such as the cooperation between actors
(both individuals and corporations) in the creation and commercialization of innovation.
They also look at innovation from the demand side, i.e. from the consumer’s point of view.

2.2

Open innovation

Whereas closed innovation relies exclusively on internal R&D, which is seen as a strategic
asset and entry barrier for potential rivals, the open innovation perspective has emerged
stimulated by the fact that no one company can longer afford to innovate by performing all
their R&D and marketing activities on their own.
The general motives for firms practicing open innovation is to acquire missing knowledge,
complementary resources and finance, or reduce the risks and costs of their innovation
process. It was also argued that labour mobility, abundant venture capital and widely
dispersed knowledge across multiple organizations, are further incentives for companies to
innovate in partnership (Chesbrough 2003). Chesbrough and Crowther (2006) also claimed
that the basic entrepreneurial values, such as company growth and revenues are further key
motives for enterprises to practice open innovation. Whereas Gassmann (2006) suggested
that industries are more prone to engage in open innovation if they are characterized by
technology intensity, technology fusion, new business models and knowledge leveraging.
These being the general motives for applying open innovation, we follow by defining the
main concepts and methods below.
Open innovation is defined as “the use of purposive inflows and outflows of knowledge to
accelerate internal innovation, and expand the markets for external use of innovation,
respectively” (Chesbrough & Crowther 2006). As such open innovation encompasses two
dimensions to innovation and information flow:
•

Technical exploitation, meaning innovation activities to leverage existing
technological capabilities outside the boundaries of the organization, and

•

Technical exploration, meaning innovation activities to capture and benefit from
external sources of knowledge to enhance current technological developments.

A completely open innovation company would combine and capitalize both on technology
exploitation and technology exploration to create superior value, by using both internal
technical capabilities, as well as the complementary competences of others.
In continuation we continue by explaining technology exploitation and exploration more in
detail, and the purpose is to introduce the reader to the main concepts and methods as used in
small and medium–sized enterprises (SMEs)3 being the focus of this thesis. For the
technology exploitation and exploration practices most commonly used in SMEs (van de
Vrande et al. 2009), see Figure 2.2.

1
User Innovation was originally introduced by von Hippel. The idea is that the users know what they need and the goal is to
engage the users in the innovation process. This can be done by the user, by providing feedback to the producer or the producer
provides toolkits to the user, which enables the user to innovate themself (von Hippel & Katz 2002).
2
Cumulative Innovation was originally promoted by Scotchmer (1991). It builds upon the notion that most innovation builds on
something that already exists and due to this it is tightly connected to IP’s.
3
The European Commission (2003) have defined medium–, small– and micro–sized companies by the number of employees,
the company turnover and balance sheet assets. Each size class was defined according to the following numbers:
Category
Headcount
Turnover
Balance sheet assets
Medium
50–249
≤ €50 million
≤ €43 million
Small
10–49
≤ €10 million
≤ €10 million
Micro
0–9
≤ €2 million
≤ €2 million
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Figure 2.2 Most common Technology exploitation and exploration practices in SMEs (van
de Vrande et al. 2009).

2.2.1

Technology exploitation

In order to capitalize on internal knowledge firms can transfer their technologies to external
organisations for commercial exploitation. The technology exploitation and
commercialisation of internal ideas through external channels was claimed to be especially
important for SMEs searching for new business opportunities (Lee et al. 2010).
According to van de Vrande et al. (2009), SMEs were distinguished to engage in various
technology exploitation practices such as;
•

Venturing,

•

IP outward– and cross–licensing and

•

Employee involvement.

In continuation we will briefly explain the meaning of each exploitation practices to
introduce the reader to definitions being important for understanding our later discussions on
open innovation in SMEs.
Venturing is the practice of spinning–out or spinning–off internally generated ideas, as a
separate corporate identity. Chesbrough (2003) also emphasized the enormous potential of
venturing by illustrating how 11 projects spun–off from Xerox research laboratories came to
exceed the value of the parent company by a factor of two.
Outward IP licensing makes up a central part in open innovation and it is the mean of
commercialising internal ideas through external companies with business models that fits the
innovation better for bringing it to the market. It was also discussed how such external
channels to the market serves as additional revenue sources and can help neutralizing risk
elsewhere in the value chain of a company (Chesbrough 2006). Lee et al. (2010) especially
recommended outward IP licensing as a strategy for SMEs to increase returns on their R&D
investments.
IP cross–licensing is another form of outward IP licensing with the aim of accessing external
technologies. It was stated that such practices are especially common in complex industries
like the semiconductor industry, where one is dependent on IPs from other companies to be
able to produce one’s own products (Chesbrough 2006).
Although, outward IP–licensing and cross–licensing can provide with an interesting
alternative revenue source, care must be taken so that company profits do not decrease, as
licensees start competing with the technology in the same markets (Arora 2001). It is
however thought that such direct competition can be avoided by licensing technologies
selectively to market segments where the company do not want to be active.
Finally, Employee involvement is a way of capitalizing and leveraging the knowledge and
initiatives of a company’s own employees, also with personal outside the R&D departments.
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People throughout the organisation, with different backgrounds, knowledge and experiences
can be extremely valuable sources of input to a company’s innovation process and achieve
astonishing results by complementing each other in the creative process.
These being the most commonly used technology exploitation practices as detected in SMEs
we now continue by defining the reverse technology and information flows inherent in
technology exploration.

2.2.2

Technology exploration

Technology exploration is the practice of acquiring new knowledge and technology
externally of the own company’s boundaries. The following technology exploration practices
were distinguished by van de Vrande et al. (2009) to be the most commonly used in SMEs:
•

Customer involvement,

•

External networking,

•

R&D outsourcing and

•

IP in–licensing.

In continuation follows a brief explanation of each exploration practice to support our latter
discussions on open innovation in SMEs.
Customer involvement is a way of capitalizing on ideas and innovations building on
customers’ suggestions for improvements and their modifications of the firms’ own
products. It was also argued that users regularly modify their machines, equipment and
software to better satisfy their own needs, or because producers fail to provide an adequate
supply (Hippel 2005). This is a great source to innovation as the product providers may
imitate these customer modifications in their own innovations (Gassmann 2006; Chesbrough
2006).
External networking forms a strong part of open innovation (Chesbrough 2006) and
comprises practices of acquiring and preserving connections with external sources of social
resources, such as individuals and organisations (van de Vrande et al. 2009). By networking
companies may save both time and money, as knowledge gaps can be overcome rapidly
without the need to invest to develop the knowledge internally.
R&D outsourcing is an activity that companies may use to acquire and capitalize on external
knowledge. Outsourcing of R&D activities is often done to universities, research
organisations, consultancy and engineering firms, as well as suppliers.
IP in–licensing has been explained as a mean to profit from external IPs, such as patents,
copyrights or trademarks, when a company’s own business model is a better fit for
commercialisation of the innovation through the own business model (Chesbrough 2006).
Conclusively, these being technology exploitation and exploration practices as most
commonly practiced by SMEs they contribute to our understanding on how open innovation
can be organized in small companies. Because, while past studies has mainly focused on the
open innovation strategy for large multinational corporations (Chesbrough 2003; Dyer et al.
2004; Kirschbaum 2005), little research has been dedicated to the small and medium sized
enterprises even though these make up the larger number of companies in the economy
(Gassmann et al. 2010).
Therefore, before we take a closer look on open innovation in SMEs lets have a closer look
on SME’s importance in industrial innovation, the roles they can take in an open innovation
context and their main sources to innovation. These dimensions will as such contribute to our
understanding on innovation as managed by SMEs, and also build a strong foundation and
argument for us looking further into open innovation in SMEs.
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2.3

SME’s importance in industrial innovation

For an illustration on the importance of SMEs in the industrial innovation system it can be
remarked that; SMEs increased their R&D expenditures from 4% to 24% between 1981 and
2005, which is 10 times more (However less in absolute terms) compared to their larger
counterparts (Chesbrough 2010). While these facts seem to be quite convincing evidence for
SME’s increasing importance in an innovation context, it does not highlight the relative
difference between small and large companies expenditure on innovation. As illustrative
example, also relating to our studies of Swedish SMEs, it can be remarked that large
companies in Sweden (year 2008) had a 7.5 times larger innovation expenditure than their
small and medium–sized counterparts, which only spend 2.7% of their turn over on
innovation (Edquist & Hommen 2008).
Although their lower total expenditure to innovation, it was argued (Acs 1992) that SMEs
have an innovation rate (innovations per employee) considerably higher than that achieved
by larger enterprises. From this, and the fact that SMEs increase their expenditure more
rapidly than large firms, it is clear that SMEs are becoming more and more important and
also active in an industrial innovation context. Thereby both closing the innovation gap to
their larger counterparts and also becoming more important in open innovation.
In continuation we will describe the structural advantages of SMEs and the possible roles
they allow SMEs to take in an open innovation context.

2.4

SME’s structural advantages and roles in innovation

Chesbrough (2010) identified several structural advantages that SMEs enjoy compared to
their larger counterparts. As SMEs structural advantages he proposed the following: smaller
size, more focused business offering, specialization, speed and entrepreneurial personal.
These structural advantages all allow SMEs to take some important roles in open innovation,
such as becoming specialists providing technological expertise, pursue niche markets, small
or new markets, or partner and support the dominant platform of larger firms (Chesbrough
2010). Figure 2.3 schematically lists the structural advantages of SMEs and their
correspondent opportunities in open innovation, as identified by Chesbrough (2010).
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Figure 2.3 Structural advantages and opportunities for SMEs in open innovation
(Chesbrough 2010).
First of all, SMEs smaller size makes small and new markets attractive to them, as they can
exploit trends more quickly when entry costs are low. Large firms, on the contrary, are
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thought to be restricted to enter smaller markets due to their large overhead costs, which
prevent them to be cost–efficient in their competition with smaller companies. This also
provides SMEs the opportunity to specialize their business more deeply in narrow fields and
niches. Additionally, it was argued that innovations often emerge in peripheral regions of the
market, which can also provide with many opportunities for SMEs, as they can move quicker
and are more flexible than large firms (Chesbrough 2010).
Second of all, the SME’s generally more focused pursuit of a specific market, customer type,
specialized expertise or technology, is another sustainable competitive advantage that allow
a small company to compete very effectively against larger, more diversified firms.
Third of all, SMEs are generally good in attracting entrepreneurial employees with a strong
product and market orientation, which promotes experimentation with alternative business
models, which is claimed to be as important as development of new technologies and
products.
Finally, smaller companies generally have a competitive advantage against larger firms, as
they can react more quickly to input from competitors or challenges from competitors and
can take decisions and adapt their business model more quickly.
Contributing to Chesbrough’s discussion on SMEs structural advantages and possible roles,
Laursen and Salter (2006) also argued that SMEs enjoy a great advantage over larger firms,
due to their flexibility and adaptability, which makes them particularly apt at generating
inventions and new ideas that increase their R&D productivity considerably. Moreover,
Laursen and Salter (2004) suggested that employees in SMEs have a clearer understanding
of the whole organisation, as well as their contributions to the overall business success.
Communication is normally more direct in small companies, which also enables them to
arrive at business decisions more quickly.
In addition, Bommer and Jalajas (2004) claimed that small companies have more
entrepreneurial spirit, which results in a willingness to take greater risks in their business
pursuit, which increase their flexibility and speed. The same authors also discussed how
small companies are more efficient by having more informal communication coupled with
less bureaucracy. As structural disadvantages Bommer and Jalajas (2004) mentions lack of
personnel and financial resources for R&D, the inability to obtain economies of scale, as
well as little bargaining power with suppliers and customers.
In the following section we will continue by taking a closer look on SMEs sources to
innovation, which will contribute with the final piece of valuable back–ground information,
before discussing open innovation in SMEs more in depth.

2.5

SME’s sources to innovation

Bommer and Jalajas (2004) identified several internal and external innovation sources,
which small technology–based firms use in their innovation process. As internal innovation
sources the authors suggested: co–workers, internal R&D, marketing, management and
production. As external innovation sources they proposed; customers and users, cooperation
partners, competitors, suppliers, universities and research centres, consultants, professional
journals and the internet. For schematic summery of SME’s internal and external innovation
sources please see Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 SME’s sources to innovation (Bommer & Jalajas 2004).
It was found that SME’s R&D staff rated customers, co–workers, marketing and professional
journals more highly as sources to innovation, than did their larger counterparts. In addition,
larger firms also valued their suppliers’ importance as innovation source more highly than
SMEs (Bommer & Jalajas 2004; Chesbrough 2006).
It was discussed that SMEs rate customers higher than larger firms since they tend to have
fewer customers and as a result work closer and have a more intense exchange of ideas. In
addition it was argued that their smaller size and more efficient communication, was the
reason for SMEs rating both marketing and co–workers higher than larger firms.
For the other innovation sources no significant statistical difference was observed, however
for these sources, both SMEs and large firms rated R&D highest. Remarkably, both SMEs
and large firms valued both universities/research centres and consultants the lowest.
Bommer and Jalajas (2004) concluded their discussion on SMEs sources to innovation by
stating: “… the greatest innovation comes where various functions (such as marketing,
production, and R&D) interact to develop products and processes that best meet the needs of
the customer”.
In the following section we will now take a closer look on open innovation as organized by
SME and explore motives and challenges for its implementation. Being very important parts
of open innovation, we will also take a closer look on SMEs partnership and intellectual
property management. These discussions will as such help us structure and understand our
case studies as latter explored in chapter 4 and 5.

2.6

Open innovation in SMEs

Even though the trend for SMEs goes towards increased implementation of open innovation,
the knowledge of small companies and start–ups are still very limited. Past studies on the
topic have been focused on specific aspects of open innovation, or industries such as open
source software (Henkel 2006).
Van de Vrande et al. (2009) have maybe published the most comprehensive study on open
innovation concerning 500 SMEs from the service and manufacturing industry. This study
claims that SMEs are increasingly implementing open innovation concepts in their
innovation process.
The authors also found that SMEs benefit from technology exploitation primarily by
capitalizing on initiatives and knowledge of their own (also non–R&D) workers. Whereby
technology exploration was exercised predominantly by involving customers in the
innovation process, tracking their modifications of products, as well as proactively involving
them in market research process. Furthermore, it was observed that external networking is
important for SMEs ability to acquire missing knowledge. However, outward and inward IP
licensing and venturing were practiced by a minority of the respondents. The preferences for
customer involvement and networking were explained with the need of less investment for
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such informal and unstructured practices. Whereas IP licensing and venturing were said to
require considerable financial investments, formalized contracts and a structured innovation
portfolio approach to manage the risks. These are resources and structures, which might not
be present in all SMEs. The major finding, however, of the studies by van de Vrande et al.
(2009) is that SMEs are becoming more open in their innovation process4.
These being very solid and interesting results let us in continuation instead take an
aggregated view on SMEs motives and challenges for using open innovation.

2.6.1

Motives for open innovation in SMEs

The motives to implement open innovation strategies in SMEs are many. Reduced R&D
costs, access to complementary resources, access to external knowledge, improved ability to
meet customer demands, reduce product time–to–market, as well as keep up with market
development and promote revenue and organic growth were all mentioned (van de Vrande et
al. 2009). Chesbrough (2006) also suggested technology globalisation and reduced product
life cycles as strong incentives for any size company to implement open innovation.
2.6.1.1

Product commercialisation

Van de Vrande et al. (2009) found that the strongest motives for SMEs to adopt open
innovation were market–related ones, as keeping up with market developments and meeting
customer demands. Higher order objectives being increased revenue, organic growth and
increased market share. Gans and Stern (2003) also stated that the problems small companies
encounter is not so much innovation as commercialization. External cooperation with more
mature firms with established marketing and distribution channels, as well as global contacts
to the innovation market (Narula 2004), could as such be a way for SMEs to commercialize
their innovations and products. Allio (2004; 2005) also highlighted that commercialisation
and invention is essential for innovation and that SMEs are good at invention but lack
adequate resources for commercialisation. Chesbrough (2010) in turn, emphasized that open
innovation and open commercialisation are characterized by networking and alliances with
long–term deals between different organizations with complementary roles in the value chain
and the product offering of SMEs could be supported by complementary resources, such as
networks, marketing and distribution channels of a larger firm (Chesbrough 2003;
Chesbrough 2006). As a conclusive remark, it was also claimed that large incumbents and
new entrants benefit especially from cooperation on commercialization of discontinuous
innovation (Rothaermel 2002), for which SMEs have been said to be as innovative, if not
more, than large firms.
There are a number of challenges that a SME face when implementing and using open
innovation practices. In the following sections we will discuss the most important ones.

2.6.2

Challenges to open innovation in SMEs

2.6.2.1

Organisational challenges

Little has been researched on the challenges facing SMEs in their implementation of open
innovation, but both the Not–Invented–Here (NIH) syndrome and lack of internal
commitment were suggested as two major hampering factors for external knowledge
acquisition (Chesbrough & Crowther 2006). Chesbrough (2006) also observed that a
company’s own employees can be a considerable barrier for commercialization of internal
4
A limitation of this study was however that micro–companies with less than 10 employees were excluded from the researched
population, with the argument that such companies perform little research activities. Whereas this might be true for the service
and manufacturing companies under study, we have experienced in interviews and explained in the case study about Applied
Nano Surfaces, that this is not always true.
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ideas through alternative channels, by having the impression that the company could be
subjected to additional external competition in their own markets.
Van de Vrande et al. (2009) also claimed that organizational and corporate–culture related
issues are the most important hampering factors. The problems arise when SMEs interact
and cooperate with external partners to support their technology exploration practices, and
were seen to lead to difficulties in the organizing of innovation, execution of daily task,
communication, and aligning of cooperation partners.
Moreover, it was claimed that cognitive boundaries and lack of a multi–disciplinary
competences are challenges to companies with very focused business portfolios that search
for alternative technology applications outside the company’s own boundaries (Bianchi et al.
2010). A SME’s normally more focused business model and specialised knowledge could
therefore explain some of the problems in practicing outbound open innovation.
2.6.2.2

Liabilities to smallness and newness

The open innovation practices are certainly more complex to manage than the closed
innovation approach and are as such in the need of considerable financial, organizational and
human resources. A challenge for small companies and start–ups alike is therefore partly
caused by their lack of sufficient resources and capabilities, such as manufacturing,
distribution and marketing functions that are essential for innovation (Narula 2004; Bianchi
et al. 2010). According to Gruber and Henkel (2004), SMEs are subjected to especially
liability to smallness and liability to newness, see Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Key challenges for new venture management (adapted from Gruber & Henkel
2004).
Liability to smallness was described as the lack of personal and financial resources. While
small companies are generally seen to be more flexible in their business planning, their
options are restricted by limited availability of resources (Gruber & Henkel 2004). Bommer
and Jalajas (2004) also claimed that the larger size of a firm could provide with access to
superior financial and personal resources, as well as to greater political influence and market
reputation. The same authors also emphasized how size can be seen as an asset, by creating a
critical mass for R&D activities.
The usually limited amounts of financial resources in SMEs reduce their ability to withstand
unfavourable business conditions and constrain their capability to investment in strategically
important tangible and intangible resources (Gruber & Henkel 2004). Limited financial
resources also restrict SME’s freedom of hiring of additional personal. A limited number of
personal in turn, could result in the SME having difficulties in taking on business endeavours
that is in need of more human resources to be executed.
Both Van de Vrande et al. (2009) and Mattia (2010) claimed that innovation in SMEs is
hampered by liabilities to smallness an van de Vrande et al. (2009) claimed that size is
decisive for the extent to which firms can engage in open innovation. This also explains how
open innovation is more commonly applied in medium–sized enterprises than in small firms.
Van de Vrande et al. (2009) also argued that once a critical size was reached, firms are better
able to formalize their innovation process and develop structures for outbound open
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innovation such as IP licensing and venturing activities. The larger size of a SME was also
suggested to allow it to develop a more diversified innovation portfolio, as well as build
reserves to finance future innovation activities. Laursen and Salter (2004) on the contrary,
did not observe any statistical evidence that larger firms should be better than SMEs when it
comes to radical innovations, indicating that SMEs may well be competitive and have
capacity to tackle such new–to–the–world innovations.
Although, it was argued that SMEs liabilities to smallness can be overcome by opening up
their innovation process (Lee et al. 2010; Gassmann & Keupp 2007). It was also claimed by
Gassmann and Keupp (2007) that past contributions to the academic knowledge on liabilities
to smallness have overstated the lack of tangible resources for SMEs and understated their
strategic flexibility and innovativeness to neutralize these constraints or even to use them as
an advantage.
Liability to newness, on the other hand, was explained to be due to lack of organisational
structures and firm–specific roles, tasks and capabilities. The liabilities to newness was said
to effect SMEs interaction with its environment, as they lack sufficient exchange
relationships with external stakeholders, such as customers, distributors, banks and
governmental agencies (Gruber & Henkel 2004). SMEs have to create these relationships,
without the access, experience, reputation and legitimacy of established firms (Romanelli
1989).
Although newness is a challenging liability to SMEs they also enjoy some benefits over
more mature firms, due to the ability to form their business without path–dependencies on
earlier business decisions (Gruber & Henkel 2004), or being subjected to the liabilities of
inertia, as often present in larger firms.
Related to the discussions on small companies liabilities to smallness and newness and their
lack of important resources and organisational structures, is the discussions of a small firms
absorptive capacity for externally generated technologies and innovations.
2.6.2.3

Limited absorptive capacity

Especially for inbound open innovation it is important that companies have sufficient
absorptive capacity. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) defined the concept of absorptive capacity
as “the ability of a firm to recognise the value of new, external information, assimilate it, and
apply it to commercial ends”. As such, absorptive capacity is a key concept to understand the
inbound open innovation practices of a firm. The same authors also claimed that a
company’s internal R&D department is essential for building absorptive capacity, by
establishing prior knowledge, which is important to identify and value new external
knowledge (Cohen & Levinthal 1990). This was said to be especially true for technically
demanding environments where information is not so easily assimilated. Lane and Lubatkin
(1998) also argued that such prior knowledge must be of similar character, in the receiving
as the transferring organisation, and that there must be present a mutual ability to use the
specialised knowledge. Otherwise the knowledge transfer would not be successful.
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) advocated that absorptive capacity is generated by investing in
R&D, sending personnel for advanced technical training, or created as a by–product of a
firm’s manufacturing operations. While Lane and Lubatkin (1998) argued that absorptive
capacity can be measured as the existence and/or intensity of a company’s R&D activities.
Although other scholars, such as Mowery and Oxley (1995) suggested that a more qualified
measurement of absorptive capacity should include the use of skilled employees or other
measures that proxy qualify personnel.
The problem for SMEs is that they do not always have the ability to support dedicated
personal and resources to identify useful external knowledge. SMEs also often lack personal
with the required scientific background to really understand, absorb and exploit scientific
discoveries and technologies that are developed at universities, research labs or inside other
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companies (Chesbrough 2010). It was therefore claimed that SMEs, exclusively relying on
their limited internal absorptive capacity, is confronted with a competitive disadvantage
compared to firms with higher levels of absorptive capacity that manage external knowledge
flows more efficiently and can stimulate the internal innovation outcomes (Escribano et al.
2009).
However, Spithoven (2010) suggested that SMEs can overcome lack of absorptive capacity
by making use of third party technology intermediaries. Intermediaries can help by
supporting SME’s ability to scan the market for emerging technologies, develop their ability
to absorb the technology acquired, as well as perform complementary R&D activities.
Intermediaries were said to be able to perform the following complementary R&D activities:
technology road mapping, business intelligence, enabling networking by identifying
potential partners, or facilitating collaborations with external partners (Spithoven et al.
2010). In this way a liability of insufficient absorptive capacity could be overcome if the
SME have sufficient financial resources to acquire third party assistance with a technology
intermediary. In addition to the collective research centres proposed by Spithoven (2010),
firms can also consult technology intermediates, such as, clients, suppliers, universities and
public research centres (Tether 2002), as well as competitors and consultants (Bessant &
Rush 1995) to help them build absorptive capacity.
In continuation and important for our understanding on how SMEs can remediate their
liabilities to smallness/newness and lack of resources that in turn inhibit their absorptive
capacity, we will discuss their partnership with external innovation source.

2.6.3

SMEs external partnerships

Technology is becoming more and more complex and relevant knowledge is spread across
various organisations. Therefore any one firm alone can no longer handle the complete
innovation process on their own. In addition, access to knowledge and complementary
resources, reduced costs of R&D, spreading of risks (R&D and commercial), access to
capital, saving time and money, as well as overcoming difficulties of commercialisation
were also mentioned as strong reasons for SMEs to entre external partnerships (van de
Vrande et al. 2009; Moensted 2007). The fact that many large companies like ABB, Siemens
and GE have reduced their corporate research activities is additional evidence that players in
the innovation game have to co–operate even further (Gassmann et al. 2010).
Edwards et al. (2005) also claimed: “SMEs’ flexibility and specificity is advantages that can
accelerate innovation, however, many SMEs lack sufficient capacity to manage the complete
innovation process on their own, and this encourages SMEs to collaborate with others”. The
same authors also stated that SMEs already have a largely external focus on their innovation
process, by using non–internal means of innovation more than large firms, as they consider
alliances or networks as ways to extend their technological competences (Edwards et al.
2005). A contradicting result is however the work of Edquist (2008) who argued that 2/3 of
large firms in Sweden cooperates, whereas only 1/3 of the SMEs do use external partnerships
and networks. In general, Swedish firms also showed a lower cooperation–activity across all
sectors compared to firms on a global perspective; this could partly explain the contradicting
results between both studies. Any reasons for these global differences were however not
mentioned.
We are now familiar with the general motives for partnering, in continuation however, we
will discuss the main problems for SMEs to manage asymmetric partnerships with larger
companies.
2.6.3.1

Asymmetric partnerships

Small companies are confronted with specific challenges when managing their partnership
with large firms. Minshall (2010) also claimed that: “challenges increase when one partner
is a commercially inexperienced start–up attempting to exploit a novel technology at a low
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level of readiness, and the other partner is a long–established, complex organization with
operations spread over multiple business areas and geographic locations”. In his paper
“Making asymmetric partnership work”, the author proposes several challenges that small
firms experience in their external collaborations with large corporations. For a schematic
description of the most common collaboration challenges in asymmetric partnerships, see
Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 Most common collaboration challenges in asymmetric partnerships (Minshall
2010).
First of all, small companies often encounter problems when initially trying to connect to the
right people in the right places, and large companies are often so complex that their own staff
may not be able to help locating these persons. Due to this same complexity, the business
scale and multiple layers of management within large firms, start–ups also perceive their
decision–making to be very slow.
Second of all, it was discussed that the transfer of contract negotiation responsibilities from
the large firm’s R&D (who often ‘speak a similar language’ as a start–up company) to its
legal and procurement departments is a hurdle, due to the later department’s problem of
understanding the business operations in a small start–up.
Third of all, start–ups also reported concerns on how each company perceived the
importance of the partnership, and collaboration was explained to play a more vital
importance for the start–up than for the larger incumbent.
Finally, start–ups also encountered challenges related to differences in organisational culture
(as described more in detail elsewhere) and the lack of understanding on behalf of the larger
corporations for the business in small companies.
Van de Vrande et al. (2009) also emphasized that external barriers for SMEs wanting to
practice open innovation are especially due to communicational, organizational and cultural
differences, as well as large firms’ lack of understanding for SME’s innovation process.
These barriers to open innovation were also claimed to lead to problems concerning division
of task and responsibility. Free–riding behaviour and problems with contracts were also
mentioned as hampering factors (Hoffmann & Schlosser 2001).
Too strong connections to large firms, however, are thought to limit opportunities for SMEs,
and it was therefore argued that innovative SMEs tend to prefer external networking with
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other SMEs or with universities and private research labs over large firms (Carlsson et al.
1994).
2.6.3.2

Networking and university co–operations

Networking is an alternative form of external collaboration, and it was advocated that SMEs
enjoy a competitive advantage over larger firms when networking, due to their ability to
draw on external networks more efficiently (Carlsson et al. 1994). Other scholars also
discussed that a firm’s competitiveness was determined more by its ability to exploit external
networks than by its size (Lee et al. 2010).
University collaborations in turn, was also said to play a decisive role in the early stage of
many technological driven start–ups (Christensen et al. 2005). It was also claimed that
especially in the exploration stage SMEs prefer networking with public research institutes
and universities due to their fear of losing technology to potential competitors (Lee et al.
2010)5. Lee (2010) also argued that when SMEs plan long–term technology development in
strategic alliance, they tend to want to collaborate with universities and research centres
focusing on fundamental research.
Chesbrough (2010) however argued that SMEs might be deemed unattractive as partners to
universities, to take part of the university’s ideas and technologies. Apart from the reason
that SMEs seldom have the available resources to provide sufficient research founding to
support promising academic research (which might be the basis for universities cooperating
with the industry), Chesbrough also suggests that many universities prefer to work with
larger, better–known and more prestigious companies rather than teaming up with a SME.
In any interaction with external innovation sources, however, both opportunities and
challenges might occur. An especially important aspect is SMEs intellectual property
management, both as a source of value creation (as described elsewhere), but also in the
protection of innovations and know–how against imitation from any potential innovation
partner.

2.6.4

SMEs intellectual property management

Intellectual property (IP) creates incentives for investors and entrepreneurs to invest in
innovation activities (Gassmann et al. 2010). As such, the IP offer the invention, and its
investors, “protection” from imitation, which in turn provide with a temporary monopolistic
advantage in the market.
2.6.4.1

IP protection management

Especially in small companies it is important to manage intellectual property well. But small
companies may suffer from contamination problems. On the one hand they have to protect
their IPs from infringement from larger, more resource rich, companies. On the other hand,
they need to be open and disclose great deal about their ideas, technologies and plans, in
order to raise capital, hire employees and attract customers (Chesbrough 2006). This may
often have to be done before any steps to protect their ideas have been taken. In this way an
unintended transfer of parts of their innovation can occur. A small company can thus be too
open and loose parts of their innovations, later to find themselves unable to protect their
ideas due to scarce resources, such as lack of capital or legal personal.
In his book Open Business Models (2006) Chesbrough describes the case of GO (a small
software start–up company) that were too open when discussing with Microsoft about their
operating system for pen–based software and disclosed extensive amounts of their propriety
5

In the exploitation stage, however, SMEs prefer supplier–customer relations with large firms (Luukkonen, 2005), or
outsourcing agreements and strategic alliances with other SMEs (Edwards et al., 2005).
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information. However, once Microsoft had understood how GO’s innovation functioned,
they used the valuable information provided to imitate it and developed their own operating
system for pen–based products. This without actually directly infringing any IP as only
computer code and not business concepts can be protected. GO considered suing Microsoft,
but was faced with the realities of its limited resources.6 However, Chesbrough also
contrasted with the case of Collabra (also a software company), which was careful to limit
disclosure about their business secrets by entering non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) in all
their external discussions. In this way were able to successfully avoid contamination of their
innovations and protect their ideas against imitation.
Chesbrough (2010) also argued that small companies can have limited ability to protect and
profit from intellectual property because of economic dependence on larger firms as key
customers or suppliers and thus being in an awkward position, if to sue the source that feed
the company.
It was, however, suggested that in the early stages of any new technology (Chesbrough
2006), before a company really knows the best use of its technology and how it should be
protected in the best way, that it is more important to find a suitable business model for the
technology. But then, when the right business model is found, IP should be aggressively
pursued.7 Therefore let us continue by looking further into the role of the business model in
open innovation.

2.7

Open innovation and the business model

To make the most use of Open Innovation, i.e. get the most economic value out of it,
requires that the business has a way of working that allows this to happen and it is here that
the business model comes into play. The term “business model” is often used to describe a
number of different aspects of a business. As Magretta (2002) phrase it: “A good business
model answers Peter Drucker’s age–old questions: Who is the customer? And what does the
customer value? It also answers the fundamental questions every manager must ask: How do
we make money in this business? What is the underlying economic logic that explains how
we can deliver value to customers at an appropriate cost?” Looking further at the different
and available definitions of a business model it is clear that it can be seen as a descriptive
framework for transforming technology into economic value, which is closely related to the
definition of innovation in section 2.1.
Weill and Vitale (2001) defines a business model as “a description of the roles and
relationships among a firm’s consumers, customers, allies, and suppliers that identifies the
major flows of product, information, and money, and the major benefits to participants”.
Timmers (1998) argues that a business model should include three items. It should include
“(1) an architecture for the product, service and information flows, including a description
of the various business actors and their roles, (2) a description of the benefits for the
involved business actors and finally (3) a description of the sources of revenues”. It has also
been argued that a business model can be seen as an abstract representation of some aspect
of a firm’s strategy. Seddon and Lewis (2003) states that “a business model is an abstract
representation of some aspects of a firm’s strategy; it outlines the essential details one needs
to know to understand how a firm can successfully deliver value to its customers”. According
to Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) a business model “unlocks latent value from a
technology, but constrains the subsequent search for new, alternative models for other
6

The argument of SME’s restricted ability for IP protection was further exemplified by stating that protecting an IP from
infringement in the US, cost an average of $500000 if the value of the IP is below $1M, which are significant cost that most
SMEs cannot pay (Chesbrough, 2010).
7
Such an IP strategy is however thought by the authors of this thesis, and based on the interviews performed, to be difficult for
some SMEs and therefore more suitable for larger companies with sufficient amount of human, organisational and capital
resources to perform knowledge scouting on existing IPs and follow up on possible infringements, file for new IP and also
protect the IP from infringement from other companies.
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technologies later on – an implicit cognitive dimension overlooked in most discourse on the
topic”. A mediocre technology pursued within a great business model may be more valuable
than a great technology exploited via a mediocre business model (Chesbrough 2010).
Figure 2.5 shows the impact of Open Innovation on the business model. Technology
exploitation generates new revenue streams from new markets, spin–offs and licensing while
technology exploration reduces the total costs by reducing the internal development costs
and utilizing external IP’s.
Closed Innovation

Open Innovation
New Markets
Spin–offs

New revenue

Licensing
Own market
revenue

Own market
revenue

Interal
development
costs

Interal
development
costs
External
development
costs
Reduced costs

Figure 2.5 The Closed vs. Open Innovation Business Model (Chesbrough 2006).

2.7.1

Decomposing the business model

As indicated by the different definitions of a business model, it consists of a number of parts.
Influenced by the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan & Norton 1992), literature review and real–
world experience Osterwalder (2004) defines a framework with the following four areas that
a business model should address;
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The product (what),
The customer interface (who),
Infrastructure management (how) and
Financial aspects.

The product covers all aspects of what a firm offers its customers including the value
proposition. The customer interface handles all aspects related to customers including
customer segments, distribution channels and customer relationships. The infrastructure
handles aspects such as partnerships, employees and actions needed to deliver the value
proposition. Finally, the financial aspects which consists of the revenue model and cost
structure determines the ability to survive in the market (Osterwalder 2004).
Chesbrough and Rosenbloom (2002) specify six functions (or attributes) that a business
model contains in order to transform the technical inputs into economic outputs, see Figure
2.6. The business model should …
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Articulate the value proposition,
Identify a market segment,
Define the structure of the value chain,
Estimate the cost structure and profit potential of producing the offering,
Describe the position of the firm within the value network and finally
Formulate the competitive strategy
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d output (Chesbrough 2006).
Figure 2.6 The business model, its input, content and
Even if there is not an exact one–to–one match between these two definitions it is clear that
over all, both definitions cover the same areas with different partitions. Let us continue to
look at the different parts as defined by Chesbrough.
2.7.1.1

Value proposition

The value proposition should explain how value is created through the products and services
offered by the company. The primary audience for it is the customers but also investors and
other stakeholders (including partners and internal staff) who might have interest in its
formulation (Chen Q. 2009). It should persuade the customers to pay premium prices for the
offering and. In order to successfully create a value proposition89 it needs to comprise of
three things (Anderson, Narus, & van Rossum 2006).
You need to…
(1) Understand the customers’ businesses, i.e. know their requirements and preferences
(2) Substantiate your value claims, i.e. show how the offering differentiates from the
competitors and how it translates into monetary worth for the customers and
(3) Make the customer value proposition a central business skill, i.e. teach and reward
the ability to formulate value propositions.
2.7.1.2

Market segment

To create a successful value proposition the needs of potential customers must be understood
and known. These needs of the individual customers are rarely the same needs when
compared to other potential customers (Best 2009).
A Market Segment is a clustering of actors that assign economic value to object equally, and
is typically used to model a group end–consumer with similar interest (Chesbrough &
Rosenbloom 2002). According to Best there are three forces that shape the needs of the
customers and those are usage behaviors (e.g. time and frequency of use), demographic
influences (e.g. values, interests and attitudes) and lifestyle influences (e.g. age, education
and occupation) (Best 2009).
8
Chen, Hsieh and Lee present a four step process to identify potential value. This process include (1) studying the customer
demand, (2) identifying key factors that drive competition and the profit potentials of the market, (3) exploiting resources and
capabilities for change and (4) identifying and choosing a market position to appropriate value (Chen, Hsieh, & Lee 2007).
9
According to Anderson, Narus and van Rossum (2006) there are three different types of value propositions, each having its
own requirements and pitfalls. First, the “all benefits” type of value proposition lists all benefits of the offering. Then there is
the “favorable points of difference” type of value proposition lists all favorable benefits that differentiate the offering compared
to the next best alternative, falsely assuming that all add value to the customer. Finally, the “resonating focus” type of value
proposition lists a few key elements that are most valued by the customer which is then demonstrated and communicated to the
customer in a way that lets the customer understand the priorities of the value proposition (Anderson, Narus, & van Rossum
2006).
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2.7.1.3

Value chain

The concept of value chain was first introduced by Porter as a way to analyze the sources of
competitive advantage (Porter 1985). The value chain represents a series of internal activities
which a firm performs to satisfy the demand of the market and to generate a profit. A firm’s
value chain is a part of a larger stream of activities that Porter calls value system. Porter
defines nine generic categories of activities which he divides into two types, primary
activities and support activities. Figure 2.7 shows Porter’s value chain.

Figure 2.7 Porter's value chain (Porter 1985).
As seen in Figure 2.7, the five primary activities are placed along the horizontal axis. This
represents a series of activities that are involved in the production of a product or service,
where each step adds value to the final product. The four vertical support activities represent
activities that support the primary activities and indirectly add value to the product or service
(Porter 1985).
2.7.1.4

Cost and profit

Based on the value proposition and the value chain both cost structure and profit potential of
the offering should be estimated. As stated by Osterwalder, the cost structure should include
all monetary costs incurred by the company for handling its resources, assets, partnerships
etc. The profit potential can be estimated by understanding the potential revenue streams of
the business model which is the result of selling, lending or licensing products and services
(Osterwalder 2004).
2.7.1.5

Value network

The value network was defined by Allee (2002) as “a complex sets of social and technical
resources that work together via relationships to create economic value in the form of
knowledge, intelligence, a product (business), services or social good”. While Parolini
(1999) defined it as “a set of activities linked together to deliver a value proposition at the
end consumer”. Its purpose also implicitly sets the boundaries of the network (Biem &
Caswell 2008).
A value network can be described in terms of the entities that it consists of. Figure 2.8 shows
a simple value network. Allee (2002, 2008) defines four different entities as a part of the
value network;
1. Roles or participants, e.g. individuals, business units, communities, etc.
2. Deliverables, tangible (such as goods or revenue) or intangible (such as knowledge).
3. Transactions, the unidirectional transfer of a deliverable between two participants.
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4. Exchanges, drivers of value, a bi–directional transaction that triggers a response
from the receiver to the requester.
Competitors
Customers

Suppliers
Company

Complementors
Figure 2.8 A simple value network.
2.7.1.6

Competitive strategy

A strategy can be defined as plan chosen to achieve a desired goal. A competitive strategy,
according to Collis and Rukstad (2008), is what the business will do differently from, or
better than, others and by doing so achieving its stated objective. I.e. the competitive
strategy helps the business to gain and hold advantage over its competitors (Chesbrough &
Rosenbloom 2002). A sustainable competitive advantage should according to Porter (1985)
lead to an above average performance in the long–run. However, according to Smith (2006)
most CEOs or owners cannot clearly state their competitive advantage; only 2 out of 1000
could clearly state it. All others stated the competitive advantage in vague and imprecise
generalities and as a result Smith argues that customers a surely lost for these firms.
According to Porter there are three generic (i.e. industry independent) types (or variants) of
strategies that a business can use; cost leadership, differentiation or focus. A business using
the cost leadership as a strategy will need lower their costs in order to achieve above average
profits. A business using differentiation as a strategy will provide additional value compared
to the competition. A business using focus as a strategy will focus on a niche segment of the
market and then try to achieve a cost or differentiation advantage within that segment. Porter
(1985) argues that a business should select one of these strategies in order to be successful in
the long run. Mixing strategies may lead to no advantage at all, leaving the business “stuck
in the middle”.
Now that the business model and its internal components have been presented a question
appears; how can a business model be assed? Let us continue by looking at a framework for
doing so, as proposed by Chessbrough (2006).

2.7.2

Assessing the business model

Chesbrough has created the Business Model Framework as a tool for assessing a business
model compared to its potential. It contains six different types of business models, from very
simple, basic models with little competitive advantage to highly sophisticated models that
are very competitive. Table 2.3 contains a brief summary of the different business models.
By answering a number of diagnostic questions one is able to assess the current business
model and to identify appropriate steps to advance the business model (Chesbrough 2006).
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Type

Business model

Description

IP
Management

Example

1

Undifferentiated

Company has an undifferentiated
business model

N/A

Mom–and–
pop
restaurants

2

Differentiated

Company has some
differentiation in its business
model

Reactive

Start–up
technology
companies

3

Segmented

Company develops a segmented
business model

Defensive

Technology
push
companies

4

Externally aware

Company has an externally aware
business model

Enabling Asset

Mature
industrial
R&D firms

5

Integrated

Company integrates its
innovation process with its
business model

Financial Asset

Leading
financial firms

6

Adaptive

Company’s business model is
able to change and is changed by
the market.

Strategic Asset

Intel, Wal–
Mart, Dell

Table 2.3 Business Models by Chesbrough (2006).

2.8

Open services innovation for small companies

Open Services Innovation is currently the latest approach to Open Innovation by Henry
Chesbrough. With this approach he argues that a service focused approach to making
business will enable growth in a service–driven global economy (Chesbrough 2011).
Chesbrough puts great emphasis on services as the thing for the future so let’s look into what
a service is.

2.8.1

Introduction to services

There is not one ruling definition of services but many similar ones. According to Daniel
Fasnacht (2009) the UN defines services as follows: “Services are not separate entities over
which ownership rights can be established. They cannot be traded separately from their
production. Services are heterogeneous outputs produced to order and consist of changes in
the condition of the consuming units realized by the activities of the producers at the demand
of the customers. By the time of their production is completed they must be provided to the
consumer”. While Chesbrough uses the definition by H.P. Hill (1977) that services refers to
“a change in the condition of a person, or a good belonging to some economic entity,
brought about as the result of the activity of some other economic entity, with the approval of
the first person or economic entity”.
In order to understand the future role of services it is important to understand the history of
services. It is by learning from the past that we can get an understanding of where the future
probably is taking us. Looking back in history one can see that the ratio between agriculture,
goods and services has shifted in favour for services over the years and that the trend is that
the ratio will increase in favour of services in the coming years (Chesbrough 2011).
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Year

Agriculture

Goods

Services

1800

90%

5%

5%

1950

10%

55%

35%

2010

5%

30%

65%

2050

<5%

10%

>85%

Table 2.4 Shift towards services in the US (Chesbrough 2011).
There are four characteristics that regularly are applied to services, which are summarized in
Table 2.5 (Wolak, Kalafatis, & Harris 1998; Webber 2001). As a result of these
characteristics, services have little, or no, intellectual property protection which makes it
hard for a service provider to differentiate in the long run.

Characteristic

Description

Intangibility

Services cannot be touched or seen.

Inseparability

Services cannot be separated from its provider and are
consumed when provided.

Perishability

Services cannot be stored.

Heterogeneity (or
variability)

Services are always unique; it only exists once, and is
never exactly repeated.

Table 2.5 Characteristics of services.
To further understand the purpose and meaning of Open Services Innovation let us continue
by looking at the product–focused company and the commodity trap.

2.8.2

Product–focused companies and the commodity trap

According to Chesbrough product–focused companies may find it hard to break out of, or to
avoid, the commodity trap. But what is a commodity and how is it trapped? The Merriam–
Webster dictionary defines a commodity as a good or service whose wide availability
typically leads to smaller profit margins and diminishes the importance of factors (as brand
name) other than price (Merriam-Webster 2011), i.e. it does not matter who produces the
product. This is in–line with Chesbrough’s definition that a commodity is a product that is
sold based on the cost of production and not its true value to the customer (Chesbrough
2011). Common examples of commodities are natural resources, such as metals and gas, and
agricultural goods, such as milk and vegetables.
There are a number of economic forces that make up the commodity trap (see Table 2.6)
which in turn leads to lower and shorter revenue streams (smaller profit) for product–focused
companies (Chesbrough 2011). However, it can be argued that the economic forces of the
commodity trap is also be applicable for pure service businesses since there is nothing in the
characteristics of services to prevent it.
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Economic Force

Description

Differentiation

Manufacturing and business process knowledge and insight are widely distributed,
leading to reduced differentiation over time.

Globalization

Manufacturing of products is moving to areas in the world with very low costs.

Time–on–
market

The shrinking amount of time a product lasts in the market before a new and
improved one takes its place.

Table 2.6 Economic forces of the commodity trap.
Chesbrough argues that the way out of the commodity trap is for product–focused companies
to start to think about their business from a service perspective and that innovation in
services around the products is a sustainable way to grow and overcome the commodity trap
(Chesbrough 2011).

2.8.3

The open services innovation framework

Chesbrough presents a framework for open services-innovation, containing four key
concepts for escaping the commodity trap, see Figure 2.9. He argues that by implementing
these four concepts a firm should be better equipped to meet the future by removing the
impediments of the economic forces associated with the commodity trap.
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Figure 2.9 The open service innovation framework (Chesbrough 2011).
The concept of “thinking about the business as a service” offers a different way of thinking
about the business compared to a product–focused business. Chesbrough argues that the
value chain proposed by Porter (1985 (see Figure 2.7), represents a product–focused
approach to conducting business and it needs to be replaced by an open service–focused
value chain (see Figure 2.10 Chesbrough's open service value chain (Chesbrough 2011).
). In Chesbrough’s value chain value does not come as a single point at the end of the chain.
Rather it is built up along the way to the market by co–creating with customers to create
customized products or services, using open innovation to get access external technology and
services while also attracting third party to build upon the product or service. Chesbrough
argues that in a service–focused business it is the services that add differentiation. Therefore
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services are to be considered profit making activities (not only cost centres as in a product–
focused business). Chesbrough continues to state that a service–focused approach to
conducting business can lead to better utilization of the available resource (Chesbrough
2011).

Figure 2.10 Chesbrough's open service value chain (Chesbrough 2011).
“Co–creation” with customers to create new products and services is another key concept.
Chesbrough argues that customers should not be passive in the innovation process; on the
contrary they should be an active part of the innovation process. The tacit knowledge10 of the
customer is best utilized when they are included in the innovation process. A result of this
co–operation is the transfer, or sharing, of tacit knowledge which leads to a competitive
advantage compared to competitors. Observing how the customer uses the product or service
to gain experience points is also high valuable (Chesbrough 2011).
Chesbrough argues that using “Open Innovation” in a service–focused business is important.
It leads to reduced costs for the customer while the provider develops an increased capability
and receives improved economies of both scale11 and scope12. But foremost it leads to an
increased degree of specialization of smaller companies. Where each company can focus on
the things they do best by leveraging on technology exploration for other activities.
According to Chesbrough, specialization is critical when establishing a winning edge. It
creates economic efficiency and promotes market expansion. Creating a platform that others
can build upon is one way of using Open Innovation (inside–out) and by doing so smaller
companies can attract customers and other complementary 3rd parties (Chesbrough 2011).
According to Chesbrough, transforming the business model from a product–focused to a
service–focused can positively change the firm and how business is conducted. A service–
focused business model can (1) convert fixed expenses into smaller variable expenses for
customers while utilizing services more efficiently, (2) change the customer by removing the
intermediary and start conducting direct sales, (3) redesign the value chain to become more
efficient by using the economy of scope, (4) change the revenue flow from customer paying
to getting paid by ads or (5) link into a larger business existing network. However, as noted
10

Tacit knowledge is knowledge gained from experience compared to explicit knowledge which can be learnt by studying.
Economies of Scale refer to the reduction of average cost of production as a result of increased production, i.e. more is
produced (Berk & DeMarzo, 2011).
12
Economies of Scope refer to the reduction of average cost of product as a result of producing several products within the firm
(Berk & DeMarzo, 2011).
11
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by Chesbrough, it is not easy to change the business model. There are several different
approaches on how to change the business model. Regardless how the business model is
changed, it important that lessons are learnt from the failures that occur when changes are
made to the business model (Chesbrough 2011).

2.8.4

Service companies and the platform business model

According to Chesbrough (2011), even if the largest growth is expected among service-based
companies the future, see Table 2.4, being a “pure” service business is not the goal. The
ultimate goal for a services business, in order to sustain a competitive advantage, is to
become a platform provider for other business to build up on. This requires opening up the
business model to harness the energy and investment of third parties in the business. This
platform is best constructed based on the experience and tacit knowledge of the customers. A
successful platform can be seen as a two–sided market between suppliers and customers, on
one side you have the suppliers supplying alternatives to choose from and on the other side
you have the customers looking for items to choose. In this type of business model with two–
sided markets it is common that one side subsidizes the other side, e.g. customers does not
pay any fees while suppliers pay a part of their revenue to the service provider (Chesbrough,
2011).
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3

METHOD

The purpose of this section is to provide information to the reader about the selected research
method and techniques (Ghauri & Grönhaug 2010). On the one hand, we are looking on a
small nano technology firm providing a niche product, on the other hand, we are looking on
a micro software consultancy company providing services only. Based on these two case
companies’ characteristics, such as technical situation and economic context, we have
selected the used research method and techniques, in order to produce a qualitative
understanding of the implications in using open innovation strategies. The discussions on are
based on our own experience of conducting this master thesis relating to the including case
studies and their mutual analysis.
Following in this method chapter we will first discuss the selected research design.
Subsequently we are discussing the used data sources and how the data was collected and
analysed. Finally, we shortly highlight some flaws and critics on the selected method and
used techniques. The used methodology will be described more in depth in the following
sections.

3.1

Selected research design

Several different research methods were considered, such as exploratory, descriptive and
causal research methods (Ghauri & Grönhaug 2010). However, due to the lack of sufficient
secondary data and the lack of precise rules and procedures to collect the relevant data
necessary for descriptive and casual methods, these two were discarded in the favour of an
exploratory research design, comprising interviewing and participant observation. We use
these two exploratory research methods to better understand and get qualitative view points
of the strategic implications facing our two case firms in using open innovation. These
methods in turn, require skills related to theorizing based upon a literature framework, in
order to construct relevant interview questions. It also requires the ability to correctly
observe and collect relevant information, as well as construct a feasible academic
explanation related our research question. An exploratory research method is more easily
applied and flexible for investigating a poorly understood research question using interview
techniques for data collection (Ghauri & Grönhaug 2010). In this way the researchers may be
flexible in their approach and fine–tune their questioning depending on the results of the
investigated case and new findings may easily be explored more in depth.

3.2

Data sources

Based on our selection of an exploratory research design the used data sources were mainly
primary data sources. In addition, some secondary data sources were also used in our
analysis, such as company homepages, internet articles, as well as newspapers and scientific
journals. Using primary data sources have the advantage of collecting information
specifically with our thesis in mind, and we could freely explore any topic of interest
relevant to answer our research question, while not being restricted to the static content of
secondary data sources. Nonetheless, the main disadvantage of using primary data sources
was the willingness of the case firms to provide us with potentially sensitive information,
which was essential to explain the research question. It was especially difficult to access
strategically important information to the case firms, such as technology road maps,
innovation and business plan formulations, which was not provided in document form.
Data for the thesis was collected using two qualitative case studies in order to answer our
research question: “What strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats are there in
applying open innovation in a small Swedish high–tech company?”
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•

The first case study concerns Applied Nano Surfaces (ANS), a small
nanotechnology firm in Stockholm area, which have existed for 5 years and
currently have 7 employees.

•

The second case study concerns a micro-firm in software consulting, JeeLee
Software AB, in the Malmö/Lund area which today only provides consultancy
services. The firm has existed for 8 years and currently only have one employee.

Both companies make interesting cases for investigation of open innovation practices, as
used in small Swedish high–tech companies. Moreover, it allows us to compare a service
provider with a product provider, both building their business on technical solutions. Further
in–depth information regarding the case firms is also provided in chapter 4 and 5, concerning
ANS and JeeLee, respectively.

3.3

Data collection: interviewing and self–evaluation

In the first case study on ANS we contacted the company CEO, Mattias Karls, who was
interviewed by telephone regarding their innovation process and potential use of open
innovation practices. The data was then obtained by performing an interview with open–
ended questions, where the company CEO could reflect freely on different aspects and
dimensions of open innovation.
For the second case study, data was gathered by using a so called participant observation
method (Yin 2009), also known as human field observation (Ghauri & Grönhaug 2010) or
participant research (Fisher 2010) method. This is a method in which the researcher takes an
active role in the events being studied. In this specific case one of the researchers is also the
owner of, and the single employee in, the firm being studied.
There are two approaches to participant research, called action learning and action research.
The action learning approach studies and identifies problems in an organization that needs to
be resolved, while the action research approach modifies the organization and observes the
consequences to see if the response by the organization is as primarily anticipated (Fisher
2010). This case study was an action learning case, since data was collected and analysed
without any prior modification to the organization.

3.3.1

Preparations for data gathering

As general preparations, the researchers conducted an in–depth study of articles and books
related to Open Innovation and especially related to small companies. This helped us
formulate both the research question and the used interview questions for assessing open
innovation.
For the first case study (ANS), the researchers prepared for collecting the relevant data by
contacting the company and key knowledge provider (in this case the company CEO) two
months in advance to gain their interest and cooperation, as well as explaining the main
purpose of the studies. By so doing, the researchers gave the company enough time for
company internal reflection on the dimensions of open innovation, and for gathering of
relevant background information.
In preparations for collecting data for the second case study (JeeLee), it was essential to first
find a framework for analysing the business model in respect to open innovation, in order to
be able to perform a structured self–evaluation. The framework and questions suggested by
Chesbrough (2011) for analysing a firm’s business model was selected to perform a
structured and objective analysis.

3.3.2

Collecting the data

For the first case study (ANS), the interview was supported by a questionnaire structured to
reflect different dimensions of innovation in small companies in general and open innovation
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in particular. The questionnaire assured a structure and consistency in the data gathering
process and later data analysis.
Due to the geographic distance separating the researchers with the researched companies, the
interview was conducted over the phone and recorded for analysis. The company was also
asked to supply relevant information, such as business plans and strategic road maps, to
support the analysis of open innovation practices in the company. It was, however,
experienced that strategically important information to the company could only be partly
provided and the researchers therefore only got a few selected and filtered sections of the
business plan in written form to be analysed.
In the second case study (JeeLee) and addition to the structured analysis of the business
model, qualitative data was generated and captured in a combination of unstructured self–
interviews and unstructured observations. For clarifying, in an unstructured interview the
researcher question the respondent by having an informal conversation about areas of
interest (Ghauri & Grönhaug 2010). This was done by the researchers (likewise respondent)
by describing and discussing JeeLee’s innovation process with respect to open innovation.

3.4

Evaluation and analysis of data: SWOT

Descriptive in–case and SWOT analyses were conducted to answer the research question for
each case firm separately. SWOT is an acronym for “strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats” and the SWOT analysis was originally created by Albert Humphrey. Conducting
a SWOT analysis is often done to identify internal and external factors, both positive and
negative, related to reaching a goal, such as using open innovation. A SWOT analysis can
provide a framework to help steer and focus further discussions and the assessment of core
capacity and competency that is required for an organizational change13. We want to use the
SWOT method to explain and understand the strategic implications of using open innovation
in a small high–tech company. The SWOT finding were analysed to identify unique patterns
in each company’s innovation process. Our SWOT findings were discussed and compared to
the literature framework. In the conclusive chapter we summarize the main findings and
strategic implications for each case firm.
In the conclusions chapter we perform a short cross–case comparison between the two case
firms, based on their respective SWOT findings. The cross–case comparison was done to
identify differences and similarities between each case firm. The combined view will provide
us with a better understanding of each case firm’s common concern of using open
innovation. However, it will not allow us the possibility to make any theoretical
generalizations. For this one would need a larger data set and more case firms with similar
characteristics.
For extra validity of our results the descriptive case analysis in chapter 4 and 5 was subjected
to peer reviewing, to read, correct and provide further feedback for each analysis. In the case
of ANS the CEO, likewise interview respondent, performed the peer reviewing, while in the
case of JeeLee three external colleagues, each running their own software consulting
company, performed the peer review.

3.5

Flaws and critics on used methods and techniques

Yin (2009) have defined the case study research method as an empirical study that
investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real–life context; when the boundaries
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of
evidence are used.
13
It is argued by Hill and Westbrook (1997) as critics of a SWOT analysis that it can be ineffective as a means of analysis
because of the generation of long lists, the use of description rather than analysis, a failure to prioritize and a failure to use it in
the later stages of the planning and implementation process.
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Whereas the case study technique have been widely used within mainly social science, due
to its ability to describe complex real–life issues or objects by detailed contextual analysis of
a limited number of events or conditions, and thereby add strength to what is already known
or contribute with new knowledge and insights, it has also been criticized.
Flyvbjerg (2004) claims that the criticism of the case study method is based on assumptions
around five misunderstandings, which focus on the reliability and validity of the method as a
scientific method. Flyvbjerg mentions the following five misunderstandings in respect to
case studies:
1. It is not possible to generalize based on an individual case, which means that any
scientific development cannot be based on it.
2. The case study is most useful for generating hypotheses.
3. Developing and summarizing general propositions are often difficult based on a
specific case study.
4. The case study contains a bias toward verification, i.e. to confirm preconceived
notions.
5. Concrete and practical knowledge is less valuable then general and theoretical
knowledge
In our particular case studies, however, we look at applied strategy in order to generate
perspectives of a problem and not to hypostases. Yet, the case study approach is a widely
used method of real–life situations in both social and management science. Considering the
cross–case meta–comparison it has its own flaws including that there exists no standardized
meta–analytic schedules encompassing all relevant dimensions (Jensen & Rogers 2001),
moreover not all cases will provide with answers for all dimensions studied, which either has
to be accepted by the researcher that reduce the validity of theories and generalizations of
answers to certain questions, or force the researcher to perform extra interviews for filling up
the gaps latter on.
The case study concerning JeeLee is challenging since it is a participant observation study.
This because one of the researchers work at the case firm in question. Under such
circumstances the researchers’ role referred to as being a judge. It gives those being studied
the opportunity to provide first–hand, reliable data and for the researcher to collect actual
data in an open and honest manner which is an advantage of the technique. It is also a fact
that the researcher will understand the organization better, as he is a part of it, than compared
to e.g. performing an interview for accessing the truth, which is out there somewhere.
However, it may be that the data being presented is biased in fear of producing unwanted
results. In addition, the researcher might also influence the organization so it changes its
behaviour while being studied. Known as the “Hawthorn effect” (Elton Mayo). It puts
additional requirements on the researchers, and especially the observed researcher, to
produce objective data based on actual experience and not to provide subjective thoughts on
the subject (Fisher 2010, Ghauri & Grönhaug 2010).
In continuation, chapter 4 and 5, we will perform our descriptive case studies for ANS and
JeeLee, respectively, which will provide the backbone for the SWOT analysis and
conclusions in respect to open innovation as a strategy in a small high–tech company in
Sweden.
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4

CASE STUDY 1: APPLIED NANO SURFACES

4.1

Company introduction

Applied Nano Surfaces (ANS) is a small company
based in Uppsala, Sweden. ANS was founded in 2006
as a spin–off company14 based on research done by
Nils Stavlid at the Ångströms laboratories between the
years 2001 and 2006. In 2010, the company had a total
turnover of 2.85 Million SEK and by the time of the
interview that form the basis of this cases study, ANS
counted 7 employees.15
ANS develops a technique for application of a nano–composite coating that allows for
reduction of friction and increased wear resistance in moving mechanical parts. ANS most
important sector is the automotive industry, where each percentage of fuel savings is highly
appreciated and sought for. The automotive industry is also the sector where ANS sees the
largest market potential and where ANS already cooperates with many Swedish industry
leaders like Scania and Volvo for joint developments on ANS technology. In addition to this
main market, ANS also see other future application areas in the process industry,
compressors for drilling, in bearings or in other types of engines, such as pumps, generators
and turbines.
This case study is based on ANS experience of working in innovation partnerships with
universities and large companies. The focus is to understand how open innovation practices
are used in a small Swedish high–tech company like ANS.

4.2

Product value proposition

ANS provides solutions in the form of a solid lubricant technology for reduction of energy
friction losses and increased wear resistance. Their technology is based on a nano–composite
coating out of tungsten disulphide (WS2),16 which has the lowest friction coefficient known
to today.17 The coating can be applied to both steel and cast iron components by a patent
pending method developed by ANS.
Although, the material has been used by Nasa since the 60s in their space programs, the
innovation what ANS has developed is a low cost, easy to use production method which can
be fully integrated in the part manufacturing process of their customers components. The
technique attracts a lot of interest from manufacturers due to its simplicity, and the fact that
the coating can be applied with conventional tooling equipment, such as a lathe or CNC
(Computer Numerical Control) milling machine. The use of conventional machinery reduces
the capital expenditures for ANS customers, since no extra equipment needs to be purchased.
The most important technological innovation is however, that ANS’s low friction coating
reduces the energetic losses in the form of waste heat, thereby increasing a machine’s
14

Viability of the spin–off was backed up by several investments and term loans. To the investors ANS can count
Fouriertransform AB, the “Sjätte AP fonden”, the “Första Entreprenörsfonden”, as well as Attentus Göteborg. In addition to this
ANS has also been granted several term loans from the Swedish Energy Agency (Company press release from 2010–12–21).
As additional proof of the success of ANS business model is the numerous awards received since the beginning in 2006. As
published on the company homepage as of May 2011: “ANS has been praised for "best business idea" in the Venture Cup
2006/2007, received second prize in Environmental Innovation 2008, got Vinnova’s VINN–NU prize in 2008, been awarded
best surface coating by Frost & Sullivan in 2009 and listed as one of Sweden's 33 hottest technology companies in both 2009,
2010 and 2011” (Company press release from 2010–12–21)
15
Case interview performed in 2011–05–09.
16
The method consists in rubbing a special tungsten tool against the part to be coated, by simultaneous addition of a liquid
including sulphur–derived additives, whereby a WS2 nano–sized coating is produced on the surface.
17
www.appliednanosurfaces.com
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efficiency. In addition the coating also decreases wear, which increases the part durability
and its lifetime. In this way, both the energy savings and the longer part life time contribute
to saving money for the companies using ANS nano–composite technology.

Figure 4.1 ANS product value proposition20.
From the aspect of sustainable engineering, the environmental impact of ANS coating is also
considerable as it contributes to societies strive for reducing energy waste. As an illustration
example it should be said that; with approximately 6–9% friction losses between piston and
cylinder in a combustion engine, and with the possible reduction of friction by applying ANS
coating with 30–50%, the overall fuel consumption can be reduced by 1.8–4.5%.
As supporting remark it was also claimed that in large trucks and busses the overall fuel
consumption for overcoming losses due to friction could be as high as 15%.18 This further
highlights the possible economic and environmental impact of reducing friction in
combustion engines.
If we take an aggregated perspective on the issue, the total production of vehicles was about
70 Million cars and 3 Million busses and trucks in 2007, which if they would have been
applied with ANS low friction nano–composite coating, could have provided with 60 Billion
litres of fuel savings throughout the total vehicle’s lifetime. With 1 litre of fuel producing
about 2.4 Kilo of CO2 emission, such a fuel saving would provide with 144 Million tons of
carbon dioxide reduction.19
We have clearly identified the technical advantages of ANS low friction coating and the
impact it could have in an environmental perspective, but although innovation in a technical
perspective is interesting our aim is to understand how the innovation process is conducted
in a small Swedish company like ANS. It is obvious how small companies can be restricted
in their innovation process and not be capable by themselves to perform the large R&D and
marketing efforts needed to develop an innovation, thereby being forced to consider
practices inherent in open innovation. Furthermore, it is worth considering how innovation
is organized in a particular, fast–growing domain, like the nanotechnology industry where
ANS is active. This is what we are going to consider next.

4.3

Innovation at ANS

4.3.1

Absorptive capacity

Mattias Karls admits that smaller companies in general could encounter problems in
absorbing external knowledge and technologies, due to limited personal resources dedicated
to such activities.
At ANS, however, they do not see the problem in this light and Mattias Karls explains how
the company’s CTO spends considerable time to keep “à jour” on the newest research at
universities and on the market. Moreover, absorptive capacity is organized for by hiring
18
19

Company press release from 2009–02–25.
www.appliednanosurfaces.com.
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skilled knowledge workers and ANS 7 employees all have university degrees (with 3 and
more years of higher education). This suggests that ANS should not encounter any problems
of assimilating technical information throughout their organisation.
Therefore, ANS do not see the need at the moment for using external intermediaries for
building absorptive capacity and all such tasks are performed by ANS itself.

4.3.2

Resource management

Mattias Karls is very clear on ANS most important resources: “It is the people working at
ANS and their knowledge”. This coincides with the literature, stating that SMEs most
important resources are essentially intangible and the knowledge of their personal
(Gassmann & Keupp 2007).
However, ANS face the need of different types of resources for different business activities
or phases. Sometimes their R&D activities require tangible resources such as tooling
machines, test rigs or measurement equipment, and sometimes their business activities need
intangible resources such as competence for developing complex customer agreements or
how to write an invention disclosure.
Mattias Karls continues by describing their strategy for resource management and
organisation as follows: “A small company has to direct itself by the direction given by the
customers for getting new resources, and it is more an opportunity based approach, than
following the business plan to a 100%”.
In this way, ANS flexibility, speed in business execution, entrepreneurial attitude, but also
their employee’s specialized knowledge, make strong company resources that provide ANS
with a competitive advantage compared to their larger counterparts.
Conclusively, the main resources contributing to ANS innovation process and competitive
advantage are intangible. This agrees with discussions on the topic of SMEs and their most
valuable resources as discussed elsewhere (Gassmann & Keupp 2007).

4.3.3

Innovation sources

ANS capitalize on several important innovation sources that may provide the company with
solutions to specific problems related to ANS coatings and their application, or provide the
company with new fresh ideas and business opportunities. It is important to identify these
sources more in detail since they are essential to understand the innovation process at ANS.
In the next sections we therefore discuss ANS most valuable internal and external innovation
sources more in depth, see Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 ANS innovation sources.
4.3.3.1

Internal innovation sources

ANS most important internal innovation source is also its most important company resource;
namely the currently 7 employees. As Mattias Karls frames it: “We have put together a
dream team of qualified personal with interdisciplinary competencies, ranging from chemists
to mechanical engineers and people who are good with numbers. With such different
competencies new ideas and innovations often occur in our brainstorming sessions within
the group, when we discuss customer related problems or opportunities.”
4.3.3.2

External innovation sources

To the question if ANS outsource any of their R&D activities to external sources, such as
universities, engineering bureaus or suppliers, Mattias Karls summaries their R&D process
as follows: “We have the capabilities to perform much of our R&D ourselves, but in our
external co–operations we share much of the R part with universities, and the D part is
mostly shared with the customers.” As supportive remark it was also argued that companies
cannot conduct all R&D activities by themselves, but instead have to use external resources
in their innovation process (van de Vrande et al. 2009).
A very important source of new ideas and knowledge, being a valuable partner in ANS
research are universities and research laboratories. As already mentioned, ANS has its roots
in research performed at the Ångströmlaboratories at Uppsala University and since the start
ANS have kept a close relationship to many universities. Through this channel ANS also
become knowledge of new research topics, but also on third party problems and their
concerns and interests in the university’s research. As such the universities could serve as a
source of new customers for ANS.
However, ANS most important external source to innovation and an essential contributor to
the development part of ANS innovation process are their customers and partners. An
approach that has shown to be a successful method has been to describe the technology in
general terms without going too deep into details.This triggers ANS customers and partners
to provide ANS with new valuable ideas, or suggestions for new application fields.. This
often makes the other part think out–of–the–box, which sometimes contributes with some
very interesting disruptive innovations that ANS can use in their innovations. This allows
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ANS to be protective about their technology but at the same time capitalize on the
customer’s ideas for improvements.
In turn, for the customers it is ANS innovation and focused knowledge that make them
attractive to larger companies, explains Mattias Karls. In 2009 ANS entered a collaboration
agreement with Volvo Powertrain and Scania with the aim to apply ANS coatings to cylinder
liners and piston pins. “We see this type of partnership as extremely important to remain at
the forefront of engine development, says Ann Segerborg–Got at Scania”.20
External networks and seminars have also been important innovation and customer sources
to ANS. At such gatherings, people are often good at opening up and share with their
problems in their products, explain Mattias Karls and continue: “Identifying that there is a
problem is an opening for ANS technology to new customers and co–operations, which in
turn could become a new revenue stream for us.” Therefore, it has been important from the
start that ANS are present at professional seminars and in industry networks, to better
understand the customer problems and connect with people in the industry.
Nonetheless, ANS would have wished that there had been larger initiatives from policy
makers to decrease e.g. the fuel consumption in the automotive industry. At the moment,
however, ANS innovation focus is more customers specific in its character, than driven by
regulations put forward by politicians. This is in line with what Edquist et al. (2008)
emphasize by stating that “Sweden’s relatively poor innovation output may partly be
explained by the lack of market formation, where traditional instruments like regulation or
PTP (Public Technology Procurement) have recently had little scope, as compared to earlier
decades.”
In continuation we make a descriptive assessment based on the interview with ANS of the
SWOT perspectives in regard of open innovation. This descriptive assessment is ANS view
on possible strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of using open innovation
practices and the section will as such contribute to the knowledge of open innovation
practices as used in a small Swedish company. It is understood that such a descriptive
approach based on only one case cannot serve as to make any generalizations.

4.4

ANS on open innovation strategy

Mattias Karls is familiar with the concepts of Open Innovation, and agrees in large to the
motives for a small company to implement open innovation strategies in their business
model, as described by Van de Vrande (2009). According to Mattias Karls: “We already
work like this within ANS, but we call it – Common Customer Verification Projects – where
we offer the customer to develop the technology together with ANS for their application and
for their performance specifications.”

4.4.1

Strengths and opportunities

ANS common customer verification projects are offered as project form, in which ANS coat
components for the customer and where the customer performs tests in application test–rigs
to verify the achieved effects. Technology evaluation and cost calculations for
implementation in the production line are then done commonly between ANS and the
customers.
ANS observes many positive aspects of such co–development projects. As Mattias Karls
summaries it: “In this way we not only get to use the infrastructure of the customer, like test
rigs and measurement equipment, but also get a knowledge transfer about application from
the customer to ANS. Most importantly we get to work with real customer specifications in
our R&D process.”

20

Company press release from 2009–02–25.
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With this innovation strategy ANS not only lowers its own R&D costs, by using the
customers’ complementary resources, but ANS also access valuable customer knowledge, as
well as meet the customer’s specific demand, which in turn could reduce ANS product time–
to–market. All these motives for implementing open innovation strategies at ANS match
well with the literature discussing the motives of SMEs for using open innovation (van de
Vrande et al. 2009).
Other than the benefits already mentioned from working with external partners, development
co–operations with larger companies also provide ANS technology credibility in the
industry, which can open for further collaboration projects. “ANS lives on risk capital, and
apart from our IP and know–how in the team, our shareholder value is determined from our
customer base”, says Mattias Karls and continues; “It was therefore important to get some
of the larger players on the hook from the beginning also to increase the company value.” It
is interesting to note that having both the technology and the business network is essential
for maintaining and increasing a company’s value.

4.4.2

Weaknesses and threats

4.4.2.1

Internal hampering factors

ANS do not encounter any major problems for its own employees of adopting and working
with external ideas or solutions. Small companies cannot afford to have a NIH attitude if
they want to continue in business, affirms Mattias Karls. An internal barrier for ANS not
applying open innovation to its full potential is the way of building a more solid protection
for their technology beyond any IP protected knowledge21. However, this limits external
partners to contribute on all aspects of ANS technology. The CEO elaborates on the subject:
“ANS is very careful about the core and most secret parts of our innovation when we work
with an external partner, this to prevent that our knowhow of the technology is not lost and
can be copied. Therefore, we prefer to describe the technology in general terms and be open
with what machines can be used and how to apply the technology, but we are very careful to
reveal what is in the fluid that we use, that is our business secret.” By being secretive about
the core innovation and by signing agreements on the use of ANS technology, as well as
establishing NDAs with partners, ANS limit the possibilities of other companies copying
their technology. Mattias Karls however realize that there exists some threat and limitations
of this strategy: “Our whole company value is in our know–how, business secrets and off
course IPs. That is why we have to be careful not to reveal too much. Than it can be difficult
if our customers and partners do the same thing in turn.” In this way ANS agrees that this
strategy could be a limiting factor in respect to open innovation, but still prefers to be closed
on some issues and business secrets, whereas they are fully open with others and get external
support in the R&D on those topics.
To the question if their smaller size could provide ANS with a competitive advantage by
allowing them to take the role of perusing smaller markets, in which large firms are not able
to be as profitable due to higher overheads, ANS CEO disagrees. Mattias Karls explains:
“For us it is a bit different as we are challenger to an established technology in a larger
market. ANS would rather have wanted to be bigger and more established. Because, in the
sector where we are present it is difficult to get in if you are a small business. Instead, it
would probably have gone faster for ANS to get the technology to the market if we had been
a larger company, with a better known brand in the industry, than now being a new brand
and technology who has to prove itself.”

21
It was also claimed that entry and exit from an industry is connected to growth–size relationships. Entry is more likely to
occur in the smaller size classes and the likelihood of a unit’s exit declines with its size (Caves 1998). This contributes to
competition, which in turn lower profits (Porter 1985). This in part explains why ANS have to be so careful with its technology
in order not to lose their core competence to firms that could start competing on ANS turf.
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ANS is also aware that small companies in general may suffer from both structural and
financial liabilities. However, ANS attempts to be as flexible as possible and direct itself to
the needs of the customer as much as possible, in respect to the need of new resources. This
flexibility and speed is also one the reasons why larger firms like to work with ANS,
according to Mattias Karls.
He however admits that ANS do not have all of the organizational structures, as present in
larger firms. For instance ANS do not have any legal apartment, which is consultative work
that has to be purchased externally. This could be seen as a liability to newness, but is not
observed as a major problem at ANS, who experience that purchasing this service externally
is often a much quicker approach than seen in larger companies with their own legal
departments.
4.4.2.2

External hampering factors

More than internal difficulties, ANS rather perceives external barriers and challenges in
innovating with external, normally much larger partners. In ANS case, they have the
impression that at the really big companies the innovation and decision making process goes
very slow and that it is almost company culture to accept that projects are delayed. This and
that external partners often prioritize needed resources for other issues, is felt like a
bottleneck in the external innovation process.
The partners that function the best for ANS are medium sized companies (Mattias estimates
their size to 0.5–5 Billion in turnaround), with a sufficiently large end market, but where
people are not drowned in meetings and policies of the large companies. This, and the fact
that ANS has such strong customer focus in its innovation process, is a challenge as ANS is
somewhat limited in fully deciding how they work with innovation. It is not that larger
partners’ intent to decide what ANS should do, it is more the strong dependency that ANS
has on its customers in its own innovation and product development process that acts as a
limiting factor, according to the author.
Other external challenges is that the customers often wants references that the technology
work for their specific application, which ANS cannot certainly know before actually
realizing the customer verification project for that specific application.

4.4.3

Partnership strategy

4.4.3.1

Start–up phase

In the start–up phase of ANS business venture, their most valuable external collaboration
was with Swedish universities, and specifically with Uppsala University, a source where
ANS could access both infrastructure and competence about the technology.
Additionally, it was also important to ANS to attract external industry partners as early as
possible, to support the development process and to speed up the verification and feasibility
studies of the technology directly on customer parts and with customer specifications. The
verification projects also became an important financial support in the early start–up phase.
Thus, these two partners with their complementary resources, as well as bought in
consultancy for IP formulation and IP strategy, were according to ANS the most valuable
cooperation partners early on in the company life.
4.4.3.2

Product marketing and distribution

In order to commercialise ANS nano–coating technology, especially for some specific
geographic markets, ANS have also in some cases used external partners. One such partner
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network has been Invest:Sweden, who helps Swedish companies with international business
development.22 Invest:Sweden, with its extensive international industry network, not only
promotes Swedish companies to international investors but also helps small innovation based
companies to achieve international co–operations and partnerships, which can assist them in
accessing international markets.
In addition ANS is also located in Uppsala Innovation Center (UIC), an incubator that help
spreading knowledge about ANS and its technology on industry relevant forums. Mattias
Karls, however, point to the difficulties in finding the right collaboration partners for
commercialisation, who are familiar with ANS industry and who have the right connections.
However, an especially interesting partner for ANS in this aspect would be to work with a
part supplier to e.g. the automotive industry, which distribute to both car and truck
manufacturers on an international market. This supplier company, likewise customer to
ANS, could in turn commercialise and distribute ANS technology to the end–customers.
Such a supplier with international contacts would be a dream partner to ANS concludes
Mattias Karls.

4.4.4

IP strategy

For ANS it was very important in the early stage of its business venture to file for a patent
and protect the technology for its low friction nano–coatings. The technology was therefore
patented before ANS made any contact to potential customer.
The following was extracted from ANS business plan and describes briefly ANS IP strategy
since 2007: “No competitors have any approved or filed patents today in any area close to
the ANS coating method, which gives ANS the opportunity to build a strong patent portfolio
over time. The first patent was filed by ANS in December 2007. During June 2010 the next
step in the patent application process will be taken where patents will be filed in 39 countries
covering 93% of the world’s vehicle production. This will thus make a great base patent for
ANS. Going forward ANS will focus on filing complementary patent applications in order to
strengthen the patent portfolio.”
4.4.4.1

IP protection strategy

It was argued elsewhere, that in the early stages of a new technology, before a company
really knows the best use of its technology (thereby how to protect it), it is more important to
find a suitable business model for the technology. But, when the business model is right, an
aggressive IP strategy should be pursued (Chesbrough 2006).
To such an IP strategy, Mattias Karls, both agree and disagree. First of all when ANS first
started, the knowledge on how to best protect the technology was limited, while the
possibilities of filing patents were quite good. In this way he agrees with Chesbrough, that it
can be difficult to protect a technology before knowing the best use of that technology.
Mattias Karls explains: “To file and become a patent early can give some protection, but
such a patent is also vulnerable as you may not have tested the technology before the patent
is filed. The solution in the IP is therefore probably not the best one, but these solutions
come when you have worked with the technology for a while. Therefore our strategy was to
file for an early patent to have some protection, and then continuously fill up our IP portfolio
and protect our technology as we go along and learn.”
On the other hand, Mattias Karls disagrees with Chesbrough on the possibilities for a small
company to aggressively file for patents and protect the technology once the best use and
business model has been found. First of all he points to the fact that it is very costly to file
for a bunch of patents, as it has to be investigated what has already been protected by others
and the patent has to be formulated by a patent lawyer and possible infringements have to be
22

www.investsweden.se
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followed up and defended. In this way he points to the fact that small companies in general
have limited resources, both monetary and structural. That is why it could be difficult for
small companies to pursue an aggressive IP strategy early in the start–up phase.
Mattias Karls continues by explaining how ANS try to protect their IP and knowledge in a
more solid and cheaper way: “IP are never pullet proof and can sometimes give you a false
security that your technology is protected, instead you need the complete protection with
both patents, but also unrevealed secrets, knowledge and knowhow for the customers
problems. This at least can give some protection barriers round the technology.
However, ANS have so far in its company life not had any problem with patent
infringements. This is probably because the technology is still quite new and not yet been
introduced in any production. It is rather in a future production implementation stage that
ANS could see that some other external companies or competitor would try to copy ANS
technology, explains Mattias Karls. ANS also believes that patent infringements from current
customers or competitors to ANS current customers in Europe, is very unlikely, but that it
could be very difficult to handle piracy from e.g. Asia, where some countries do not respect
IP laws like in the western countries.
Mattias Karls explains that during ANS verification projects it is also well defined whom the
idea belongs to. It is either common results or separately generated results and the project
agreement determines how the results are divided between the partner and ANS. For
example, commonly developed IPs within a project would belong to both parties, whereas
ANS would have the right to use and commercialize the IP in its products. The problems
however comes after the project ends concludes Mattias Karls, when an ex collaboration
partner would continue the development of ANS technology and build up knowledge and IP
based on ANS IP. Then a classic dead lock situation would occur, where ANS cannot use the
newly and maybe improved technology. At the same time as the other party would not be
able to use ANS technology, as they need ANS IPs. Such a situation would have to be
clarified in some cross–licensing agreement of some kind, says Mattias Karls.
The CEO also points to the benefit ANS could get by collaborating with strong and large
development partners, such as Volvo, Scania and Atlas Copco. They could for example
provide with some extra protection and support towards other companies wanting to copy
ANS technology. All these companies licence ANS technology and have also contributed
financially and structurally to the development process. They would see it as very hostile if
some other company would copy ANS technology.
As conclusive remark it can also be stated that ANS early IP and technology protection was
important in order to build the company value and attract investors and risk capital. This is
difficult to obtain if the technology is not secured in some way with a patent, according to
Mattias Karls. On the other hand, ANS CEO, has the impression that investors sometimes
overstate the importance for a start–up to have an IP protected product. Small companies
have difficulties with its scarce resources for protecting their patents from infringements.
4.4.4.2

IP licensing strategy

According to ANS business plan a strong patent portfolio is essential with a business model
that is based on licensing. It is also clear that ANS build its business model and prospect of
future revenue streams on licensing its IPs and technology to its customers. As such ANS
extends its view on IPs, not only to serve as a protection mechanism against infringements,
but to also include a wider view of IP as being a tradable resource.
Due to capacity limitations, ANS has decided to concentrate the business on their largest and
most important markets. Therefore, it was integrated into ANS business plan and strategic
formulations that ANS should be able to license its technology and IPs to market segments
that ANS itselves do not have capacities or resources to pursue. Although, such agreements
have not yet been established up to date, ANS could perfectly see that some external partner
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could commercialize its technology on some smaller niche market where they are not
present. By licensing the technology to market segments where ANS do not want to be
active, Mattias Karls do not see any problems of increased competition for their own
business.
The CEO continues by explaining how small companies have to risk giving away some
market segment to concentrate on others, and points to the fact that it is difficult to formulate
agreements where ANS can enter the market afterwards if it turn out to be profitable. ANS
also provide some of their development partners with the exclusivity right to ANS
technology for the partner’s market, whereby ANS do not offer the technology to the
partners’ competitors in return for support on both the financial and development part for its
technology.
ANS, however, do not perform any inward IP licensing of any external technology for
commercialization through their own channels to the market. Although this could be a
possibility in the future. Mattias Karls instead emphasize how it is ANS that should license
its own technology to its customers, who bring ANS technology to the market, and less the
other way around. The CEO points to the fact that IP and technology in–licensing and
commercialization suits larger companies better. This is because any companies licensing
their technology rather want to work with larger and more established partners. Since larger
companies have better developed marketing and distribution channels to the market,
compared to smaller less established companies.
ANS have not yet tried cross–licensing of its IPs with some of their partners to access
external technologies. Once again the CEO emphasize that it is the customer that needs ANS
technology at the moment and not ANS who needs technology from its customer or some
other party. Agreements with third parties would be more interesting for ANS concerning
production technologies. The CEO explains that it is seldom that their customers or partners
have such patents. This because production techniques are rather held secret and not
published in any IP, as the technologies could then be largely transferred and lost. The
reason why such patent are not being filed by ANS customers is that it is later difficult to
prove that someone else have used this technique afterwards.

4.4.5

Value capturing

The aim of ANS business endeavour is to generate revenue, by licensing the technology to
its customers. It is here that the real money is going to be made. The profit could then
support ANS company growth and entrance into adjacent business segments, where its
nano–composite coatings can also be applied.
Up till now the customer verification projects are an important revenue contribution. It has
supported the business especially in the start–up phase. “This strategy has been successful
and we charge almost all of our customers on a per hour basis, but even though we could
probably live on such projects it is not the long term revenue strategy, that is the customer
technology licensing!” confirms Mattias Karls.
Moreover, the added–value of applying ANS technology to a component is not only the
improved material technical performance, but also the reduced costs by energy savings and
increased part life-times. . It has in turn reduced cost by energy savings and increased part
life time. In addition, ANS technology is much cheaper than conventional alternatives such
as Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD). Mattias Karls explains how value is created and
divided between ANS and its customer: “If e.g. a component manufacturer and supplier to
the automotive industry decide to go for ANS technology, they can increase their margins by
both decreasing the production costs, as well as by selling the component for a higher price
due to its superior performance. In this way there is room for licence money to ANS, at the
same time as the supplier can increase its margins to the customers.”
In addition to these financial returns, ANS can also benefit further and capture value
indirectly by collaborating with a part supplier. Thereby they could access the supplier’s
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markets and distribution channels. An extra indirect benefit is the reputation that ANS
develop in working with well–known suppliers to the automotive industry.
Even though it has still not been the case up to now, ANS could very well see itself
spinning–off and selling technologies or IPs to other companies, as a mean of additional
revenue generation and financing for the company. IP’s could be sold off if these should not
fit to the current business model. As Mattias Karls explains: “For example, if ANS would
have developed a coating that could be difficult to protect, this technology could very well be
spun–off and sold. Or, if ANS would have a IP for a technology that we do not want to
develop ourselves, than we could see ourselves selling this IP or licencing the exclusive
rights to a company that wants to build its products on our IP.”
However, ANS sees it as unlikely and difficult to spin–off a completely new start–up
company, becoming a daughter firm to ANS. Instead, Mattias Karls believe it is more likely
that both IPs and knowledge are transferred to a newly started venture which is completely
sold off.
ANS descriptive case study looked at its innovation process. It included its CEO’s view on
open innovation. To close the analysis of ANS, we will perform a SWOT analysis on its
open innovation process in later chapters.
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5

CASE STUDY 2: JEELEE SOFTWARE

This chapter is dealing with JeeLee Software AB, a micro consulting firm in the software
industry. The case study is about the relevance of the concept of open innovation for such
small IT companies in Sweden. Let us consider the environment in which it operates.
First we will note that one of the reseachers is the owner and only employee, i.e. consultant,
of JeeLee Software. We will be very clear on differentiating between those various roles in
the discussion, analysis and conclusion.

5.1

Introduction and offering

JeeLee Software AB was founded in 2003. Originally it was a single proprietorship. Roughly
one year after it was started it was converted in to a private limited company. Currently it has
one employee and is located in the south of Sweden, close to the greater Copenhagen area in
Denmark. The yearly turnover for the last years has been roughly around one million
Swedish kronor per year, making it belong to the micro firm category.
JeeLee’s original vision was to become an independent software vendor (ISV), to create and
sell software products and related services, such as installation and support, to smaller23
businesses in Sweden. The primary market was defined as a narrow niche market specialized
in ERP24 for handling quotations, invoices etc. for electrical installation, construction,
heating, ventilation and sanitation (aka VVS in Swedish) businesses. After roughly a year
this original vision was abandoned due to a misconception of the market. The amount sales
that were required to generate a sustainable level of revenue were simply under–estimated
especially for a one–man–company. As a result, the company changed its business model. It
adopted a way of working proven to work by other consulting firms in JeeLee’s business
network. This new way of working had the advantage of combining less sales activities
while still enabling increased revenue and profits. The outcome was to become a software–
consulting firm and to offer its services to large high–tech companies that were in the need
of qualified software consultants.
JeeLee primarily offers its software engineering knowledge in the form of services to its
customers, i.e. services related to the creation of software. It helps the customer to create
their own product(s) based on the customer’s own specification. These services cover the
entire spectrum of software, from the initial stages of requirements gathering and analysis to
the final stage when the product is shipped to the customer’s customer.
However, JeeLee is not alone with this offering. The software consulting industry contains a
wide range of different companies (competitors) which all provide the same (or very similar)
services. Examples of competitors that JeeLee has encountered include large multi–national
companies, such as Sigma (Sweden), Cybercom (Sweden), Seavus (Sweden/Macedonia),
Qvantel (Finland/India), TCS (India) and HiQ (Sweden) to name a few, as well as dozens of
micro companies, just as JeeLee.
The fundamental part of this offering, general software engineering knowledge, make it very
hard to differentiate between other competitor’s services. Differentiation comes from
knowing the customer, i.e. its way of working, products, tools and architecture at detailed
level. Having detailed and tacit knowledge about a technical area, e.g. tele/data–
communication, knowing the right people or having wide system knowledge, can help to
achieve differentiation. To enter and gain a market share you basically are restricted to
23
In this case a small company was envisioned to have less than 10 employees. Medium sized companies would have from 10
employees to 50 employees and large companies would exceed 50 employees.
24
Enterprise Resource Planning.
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compete on price, especially if you are a small consulting business. JeeLee consider this to
be a commodity trap for software–consulting services.
As stated, the offering, provided by JeeLee, is not a differentiated offering compared to the
alternatives on the market. In order to better understand why this is the case two things need
to be understood. The first thing is related to the supply and demand of software engineering
knowledge and the second thing is the setup of the software consulting business. Let us have
a look at the supply and demand of software engineers.

5.2

Software engineering

During the last decade, the supply of software engineers has increased on a global scale
much thanks to large amounts of skilled programmers from such countries as India and
China. At the same time, in Sweden there is a decrease in popularity among young people
towards studying engineering at college, even compared to other countries (Andersson
2008). So the supply of software engineers is moving from the west to the east. This growth,
and movement, of supply can be fully utilized on a global market when combined with the
latest information technology, such as Skype for communication and other Internet based
tools.
The demand for software engineers has traditionally been located in the west, especially in
the US. During the last decade the demand, we have seen two major economic crises and
especially the first, when the IT bubble burst in 2002, hit the software industry hard and the
demand fluctuated in the west. But there has not been the same move of demand to the east.
The production of innovation (demand) seems to have stayed in the west while an increasing
proportion of the production of software (supply) has moved towards the east.
The software industry is not, in theory at least, geographically limited to a country or region
and this makes it a very interesting industry. Every day, people scattered all over the globe
contribute to the same projects. One such example is the Linux kernel. This is an
environment that not many other (non–IT related) industries have. As an example, a
construction worker in India does not have the same opportunity to work on a project in
Sweden without physically being placed in Sweden, or vice versa. Challenges for the
industry include how to handle different views related to quality, team work, different time
zones and languages, to name a few issues. This does not exist to the same degree in a
geographically limited industry. These issues are similar to the issues seen in product
intensive industries where the production has moved to the east.
From a business perspective, this provides many opportunities for those who can manage
and benefit from the economic, technological, cultural and other differences that exist on a
global scale. Today, many international consulting companies have established, or are trying
to establish themselves in the Swedish market. They pressure the national Swedish
consulting firms by offering the same services at a lower price. They are talking advantage
of the lower costs associated with software consultants in their home country. JeeLee has
experienced and witnessed an increased pressure on lowering prices during its existence. Not
once has JeeLee experienced a general price increase in the market. It is believed by JeeLee
that the customers are actively looking for cheaper solutions on a broader market. They also
try out new international suppliers, first on small assignments and then ramping up if the
new suppliers can meet their expectations.
Based on this understanding of the supply and demand of software engineering knowledge
let’s continue to look at the software consulting industry where JeeLee operates in.

5.3

Software consulting

Being a software consulting firm, JeeLee gives expert advice about software, more
specifically the creation of software.
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While several other ways of providing software consulting services might exist, JeeLee
considered two ways;
(1) In–house consulting, providing consulting services from within its own premises or
(2) Resource consulting, providing consulting services within customers’ premises and
projects.
From a business perspective there is an important difference of value delivered to the
customer. It is basically a question of who provides tasks to the individual consultant on a
daily basis. Interaction between customer and consultant lead to transfer of tacit knowledge
between both parties. This knowledge is crucial for any consulting company.
In the following discussion, we illustrate these two set ups and consider differences from a
business point of view.

5.3.1

In–house consulting

The concept of in–house consulting is rather straight forward. As show in Figure 5.1, the
customer requests the consulting firm to perform a service. In this set up the consulting firm
acts as a facade which, more or less, hides the individual consultant from the customer. This
enables the consulting firm to hire sub–contractors when needed to handle short term
fluctuations in the demand of software consultants. As long as the requested service is
provided then the customer is satisfied and the consulting firm can invoice the customer
either based on value provided, as a package price, or time spent, based on man/hour price.
This is basically something that can be negotiated between the consulting firm and the
customer. Who has implemented the request does not really matter for the customer, at least
in theory.
In–house consulting requires to a higher degree that the requirements are complete and
clearly understood by all involved parties. Well understood tacit knowledge of customers
leads to low transaction costs for both the customer and the consulting firm when
assignments are provided.
Customer
Request

Services
Consulting
Company

Employes

Work
Employee /
Consultant

Figure 5.1 Simple value stream for in–house consulting.
Being a micro firm, working in a in–house configuration would enable JeeLee to seek out
and handle multiple concurrent customers at the same time. It is therefore important that the
customers feels that they receive value for the services. The negative side of in-house
activities is that the size (or length) of the assignments tends to be shorter. Thus it requires a
higher volume of sales and marketing activities.

5.3.2

Resource consulting

In-house consulting is not how JeeLee operates today. The alternative is resource
consulting., This is the way JeeLee and many other firms provide services today (shown in
Figure 5.2 below). In this case the customer needs a consultant to be physically present at
their premises. From the hiring firm’s perspective, this is outsourcing their man/hours. It
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implies that the consultant primarily sits at the customer premises and provides direct value
to the customer. The client has total control over what the consultant does. Resource
consulting builds up a strong relationship between the customer and the individual
consultant. Tacit knowledge about the customer and its needs are gathered by the individual
consultant and not the consulting firm.
In this set up the customer receives value directly from the consultant and not the consulting
firm. Over time this leads to a reduced connection between the consultant and the consulting
firms. The aim for the consultant company is to maintain low transaction costs between
customers and consultants, as well as to build trust and provide superior available
consultants to the customers. The consulting firm is not in control over the tasks provided to
the consultant since she/he is located on customer site. The consulting firm is limited to its
accountant function: (a) sending invoices for the number of hours spent by the consultant at
the customers’ location and (b) to employ additional consultants. The consulting firm adds
value to the customer by providing consultants which meets the expectations. If the
consulting firm can continuously provide consultants (or resources) that meet the customers’
expectations then the customer will return and request more consultants, hence the name
resource consulting.
Customer
Knowledge

Uses
Task

Invoice

Consultant
Employes

Consulting
Company

Figure 5.2 Resource consulting value network.
Being a, micro, software consulting firm and working as a resource consultant, JeeLee finds
that way of working locks in the consultant to a customer. It limits its possibilities for having
several concurrent customers since the customers require a full–time presence at the
customer’s location. On the positive side, these assignments tend to be longer (years) which
leads to less sales and marketing activities, as well as better revenue and stability.
As part of software consulting services competitive environment we need to describe the role
of framework agreements and consultant brokers.

5.3.3

Framework agreements and consultant brokers

Since JeeLee operates within the framework of resource consulting it needs a contract, or an
agreement, with its customers. Many, if not to say most, large organizations which purchases
consulting services on a regular basis have framework agreements with various consulting
companies.
A framework agreement acts as an agreement between the customer and the supplier, the
purpose of which is to establish the terms governing contracts to be awarded during a given
period. In particular it specifies the hourly price for given categories of services. (Office of
Government Commerce 2006)
It is not uncommon that consulting companies having no signed agreement are not allowed
to respond on requests for quotation. Prospective customers referee you to a firm which has
signed a framework agreement with the prospective customer, which has the effect that you
are forced to become a sub-contractor to those that has signed a framework agreement,
resulting in reduced fees per man/hour. To be able to sign a framework agreement, the
customers, in the market segment where JeeLee operates, requires a minimum number of
consultants having the correct knowledge. JeeLee believes that a consultant provider must be
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able to provide human resources ranging from 10 to 20 in order to be allowed to sign a
framework agreement. This is not an issue for the medium sized and larger consulting firms.
In practice, this stops micro consulting firms from signing a framework agreement directly
with the customer. It forces them to become sub–contractors. This has an effect on the
innovative environment which is rather channelled rather than developed. It is here that the
role of the consultant broker become key. Normally consultant brokers have a large number
of smaller consulting firms associated with them.
A consultant broker25 is, as the name implies, an intermediary role. They, much like a real–
estate broker, are the link between buyers and sellers of consulting services. Consulting
broker firms are independent firms, without any employed consultants of their own. They act
as direct competitors to the traditional consulting firms, which employ their own consultants.
A consultant broker can, as one consultant broker firm described it to JeeLee, be considered
as an outsourced sales organization for the small consulting firm.
On request from potential customers, they provide suitable candidates (i.e. consultant
profiles) for assignments. Consultant brokers have developed this capability by signing
framework agreements with in principle all major buyers of consulting services. They are
able to sign framework agreements since they have a, often large, number of associated
consultants which primarily comes from micro firms.
For JeeLee, using an intermediary consultant broker 1) enables the entry into a larger market
where the contracts are often running for longer time periods and 2) reduces the required
sales and marketing efforts. However, it also has some limits since JeeLee is hidden behind
the facade provided by the consultant broker. Consultants often get “labelled” as coming
from, or belonging, to the consultant broker and not the actual consultant firm. Another issue
is that the consultant broker takes a share of the price paid by the customer, both fixed (e.g. $
X per invoiced hour) and relative (e.g. 10% of the invoiced value) setups exists. This subcontracting of services represents a profit cut from its revenue stream.
This is a simple way of working which does not require any bigger effort to set up. It is a
simple business model to employ. As a result JeeLee did not really consider the implications
for its own business model.
Let us turn now to a completer consideration of JeeLee’s business model.

5.4

The business model

Every company has a business model, whether they articulate it or not (Chesbrough 2007).
As many micro firms JeeLee hadn’t really considered its business model to any greater
extent. The business model wasn’t articulated prior to starting the firm nor has it been
articulated to date since the firm’s learning curve is the same as the owner’s learning curve.
In order to give an overview of JeeLee’s business model, this section will discuss it based on
the six functions of a business model (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom 2002; Chesbrough 2006;
Chesbrough 2007).
JeeLee has not clearly defined any value proposition for the offered services that is used to
convince a potential customer to buy its services. Even if no clear value proposition is
formulated, JeeLee finds evidence for that they did and still do indeed provide additional
value to their customers. JeeLee’s value proposition is essentially related to the creation of
software systems in general, and embedded telecommunication systems in particular. Over
the years JeeLee has built up and improved its value proposition by acquiring tacit
knowledge in the form of experience and expertise from working with the customers. At the

25

They bring buyers and sellers together and facilitate transactions. Usually, a broker charges a fee or commission for each
transaction it enables.
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same time the customers have also acquired knowledge about JeeLee, developing trust on
the delivery of service and quality.
Years

Main assignment

3

System design, Team Leader26

3

Software Developer

3

Performance testing, Team Leader

Table 5.1 Duration and main assignment, non–cronologic.
More specifically Table 5.1 contains rough explanatory information about the duration and
main assignment performed at a customer. As seen in Table 5.1, during the years JeeLee has
been involved in the major stages of a traditional high–tech development project. This
experience has resulted in tacit knowledge about JeeLee’s customer. The customer has also
developed trust about JeeLee’s abilities and operations.
To date JeeLee has initiated all endings of running contracts. Not once has the customer
selected to break a contract, not even during deep recessions.
In JeeLee’s market segment the primary customers are large high–tech companies in the
south of Sweden and the greater Copenhagen area. The companies in this market segment
tend to purchase consulting services for longer periods of time. It is not uncommon to have
the same assignment for more than one year27. This is the result of the consolidation of both
technical and administrative tacit knowledge gained during the assignment. Reaching a
productive level of this tacit knowledge requires normally at least 2–3 months. As a result
customers tend to prefer to have longer contracts or at least keep prolong them. Having a
number of consultants also provides the clients with higher flexibility in regards to
fluctuations of their projects, making it cheaper for clients to hire contractors. Not
prolonging an assignment with a consultant is much simpler and have lower costs associated
compared to firing an employee. In this respect, contractors become a cushion protecting the
employees from being fired and saving clients costs related to firing employees. Another
effect of this is that the sales efforts in this market segment are relatively small. This market
segment can be further divided into two technical segments, the embedded segment and the
non–embedded market segments.
In the embedded market segment (which has been the primary segment) the customers are
looking for knowledge about working within an embedded environment. This set different
requirements on the software compared to the other segments.
The non–embedded market segment consists of customers that create business related
applications (e.g. CRM systems). These customers require not only software engineering
knowledge but also knowledge about the business process they are working with. It can be
financial knowledge or knowledge about how an industry, i.e. segment, works.

26
It should be noted that the 3 years working with test was as an employee at the customer. This however only builds additional
tacit knowledge.
27
The longest assignment at JeeLee lasted for 3 years and was terminated on request by JeeLee. The longest running
assignment known to JeeLee in the industry was about 10 years long.
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Company

Product area

Market Segment

Number of
requests per month

A

Telecom

Embedded

10–20

B

Telecom

Embedded

10–20

C

Camera

Embedded

<2

D

Furniture

Non–Embedded

<10

Table 5.2 Brief summary of core market segment.
JeeLee estimates that the number of potential customers in its total market segment is
somewhere in the area of 20–30 with a core set of 3–4 potential customers, (see Table 5.2).
An competitive issue arise with consultant brokers since it is in their interest not to reveal
who the end customer until the last possible date in the process.They want to avoid the
problem of having the consulting firm contacting the customer directly, i.e. by–passing the
consultant broker. However, JeeLee has not conducted any analysis of the market size but
regardless of the exact size of the market. It is clear that the market is small.
JeeLee’s position in the value chain is at the lowest end of the value chain. The company has
no suppliers that are a direct part of the value chain. Being at the lowest end of the value
chain, i.e. when providing services as a subcontractor, puts restraints on JeeLee’s ability to
actively pursuing new customers.
JeeLee’s revenue stream is directly connected to the number of worked (billable) hours that
can be invoiced. If no hours can be invoiced then there will be no income. The company
does not provide any services (or products) that are independent of the time spent which
could generate small, but steady, revenue streams.
Looking at the costs of the company it is clear that a majority of the costs are direct costs,
related to the employee(s), such as salary and other benefits. These costs are essentially
constant per month or hour making budgeting relatively easy. Other (overhead) costs
relatively low.
Overall, the absolute profit potential of the firm is limited to the number of consultants
employed by the company. Roughly speaking, there is a linear relationship between the
potential profit and the number of employees.
The figure below shows JeeLee’s value network (as shown in the figure below). The internal
value network principally consists of two nodes: (a) the company and its
employees/consultants, and (b) the external value network with customers and consultant
brokers (business partners).
External Network
Customers

Brokers

Internal Network
Employee

JeeLee
Software

Figure 5.3 JeeLee's value network.
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Table 5.3 (below) contains a summary of the most important transactions in the value
network. As seen in the table, there are no direct transactions between the customer and
JeeLee. This is for JeeLee a problem. Another identified problem is that services consist
essentially of intangible deliveries in the form of knowledge.
From (row) \ To
(column)

JeeLee

Employee

Customer

Broker

JeeLee

–

Salary and
benefits

–

Invoices

Employee

Billable hours

–

Knowledge

–

Customer

–

Customer specific
information

–

Payments and
requests for
consultants

Broker

Available
assignments and
payments

–

Invoices,
available
candidates and
profile
information

–

Table 5.3 Main transactions in the JeeLee value network.
Going forward, JeeLee thinks that the only long term solution for further growth is to
incorporate the role of the broker inside of the firm; JeeLee should sell its own services
directly to the customer and to do this as an in–house consulting firm. However, this setup
would also require more consultants to be hired. But to date no cost/benefit analysis been
conducted nor any attempt has been done to create a sustainable strategy for doing so.
JeeLee does not have any formulated competitive strategy. However, to stay competitive
employees are encouraged to read and study the latest information available. Books are more
or less regularly purchased. Blogs and other social media tools are also scanned to keep up to
date with the latest information available in the field. Courses and other events, like industry
conferences, are attended when opportunity arise. It is thought that staying on well informed
about issues related to the business is a key factor in the continued success of the company.

5.5

Partnerships, Alliances and Networks

JeeLee networks with a number of companies, primarily to receive new assignments. Its
operations are associated with many of them, i.e. receive information regarding available
assignments on a regular basis, primarily via email but also via phone calls. Some of these
companies are consultant brokers, while others are more traditional consulting firms,
(employing consultants of their own and use sub–contractors). These partners are also
competitors in the assignment market. A new market trend shows that the traditional
consulting companies are increasingly using sub–contractors. It is becoming easier to sign up
in the partner networks. Both the consultant brokers (currently two) and the traditional
consulting firms (five), arrange various social events, such as breakfast meetings or after
work activities. Those networking activities with assignment providers and other small
consulting firms provides valuable moments to keep up with the latest news and trends on
the market, assessing the competition, make new as well as maintaining existing alliances.
JeeLee is also using social media as networks for spreading and receiving information. It can
be information about the latest news in the industry, the availability of new assignments or
other business development activities.
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5.6

Intellectual properties

Intellectual properties, in the form of patents, are not common in software, especially
software consulting which JeeLee deals with. Any finding that is discovered while working
on an assignment at a customer goes to the customer. This is something that normally falls
under the framework agreements. As a result, the individual inventor(s) may very well be
compensated by the customer for the discovery, but the consulting firm is left
uncompensated. Solutions are built up by the experience of the individual consultant with
little formal formal knowledge protection.
JeeLee deals mainly with the intellectual assets, or knowledge, that the employee(s) posses.
It is this knowledge, which includes both formal and tacit knowledge, which the customers
in practice purchase. Without this knowledge the customers would not be interested in
buying the offered services.
A big, if not the biggest, challenge for JeeLee is how to manage and protect the intellectual
assets that the employees possess and how to convert it into more tangible assets, e.g. by
building searchable a knowledge database as a way to create a portfolio for potential future
customers. Copywriting in the form of blogging has been considered as a potential way to
promote the company, its knowledge and make it more tangible.
When the possibility permits, JeeLee promotes the usage of open source resources. JeeLee
also tries to resist the not invented here (NIH) syndrome by advocating solutions to problems
that are more generally accepted in the industry, such as known design patterns and
practices. We will consider strategy further a result of SWOT analysis in the coming chapter.
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6

SWOT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION ON SMES
STRATEGIES FOR INNOVATION

6.1

Analysis and discussion case 1: Open innovation at
ANS

In the following section we will analyse ANS more in depth by performing a SWOT analysis
on their innovation process and discuss our findings and suggestions against the literature.
The SWOT analysis will be conducted on the two dimensions of open innovation, i.e.
technology exploitation and technology exploration.
It must be clear though, that this SWOT analysis does not reflect the view of ANS, but our
own examination of their implementation of open innovation practices in their business
model. This analysis and the discussions will than support our aggregated conclusions and as
such, contribute to our understanding on the use of open innovation in small Swedish high–
tech companies.

6.1.1

SWOT on ANS technology exploitation

6.1.1.1

The absorptive capacity

All ANS employees have higher educations- Therefore they are well prepared to both
understand and incorporate external technologies, which contribute to ANS absorptive
capacity. As such it agrees with discussions by Mowery and Oxley (1995), who argued that
qualified employees, is a good proxy for absorptive capacity. Cohen and Levinthal (1990)
also claimed that prior knowledge is important to identify and value new external
knowledge.
Furthermore, ANS is a small R&D intensive company and is in need for external information
to support the innovation process. Barge–Gil (2010) discussed this issue by emphasizing that
small high–tech firms are in great need for external information, but can be restricted by
their lower absorptive capacity. Nonetheless, ANS’ strong relationship to both universities
and external partners certainly support their absorptive capacity. It provides the company
with relevant and selected information supporting the R&D process, as well as the marketing
process.
In addition, ANS smaller size (7 employees at time for this case study) allow for fast and
direct communication throughout the organization, also directly with upper level
management such as the CTO and the CEO. Also, ANS’ CTO and CEO being closer to the
actual R&D and production work give them an advantage over larger firms marketing
departments. Large divisions often do not have a direct communication with such functions
and can therefore lack understanding of the company’s own products and capabilities. Thus
no bureaucracy is filtering or loosing information, lowering the company’s absorptive
capacity and in turn their innovation efficiency. Bommer and Jalajas (2004) highlighted this
fact by suggesting that small companies are more efficient in their innovation process by
having more informal communication coupled with less bureaucracy.
However, ANS smaller size also implies that each employee, also non–R&D employees,
must contribute strongly to the absorptive capacity. It is clearly understood that on the one
hand in a micro–sized company the organization do not encompass the same resources,
functions and departments as in a large enterprise (Chesbrough 2010). Such organizational
structures can be exclusively dedicated to analysing the market and academia for new
promising technologies and thereby contributing a lot to a company’s absorptive capacity. In
a small company like ANS, on the other hand, these tasks often reside completely to the
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CTO or even the CEO of the company. Thus, with less dedicated resources SMEs are not
able to compete with the vast absorptive capacity available in larger companies (Escribano et
al. 2009).
A way of increasing the absorptive capacity in a small company can be to work with
technology intermediaries (Spithoven et al. 2010). However, ANS do not see the need to
work with external intermediaries in order to support it. Such a strategy, though, could
become interesting in a latter phase of the company’s maturity, as explained by the
company’s CEO. In our own opinion this could be interesting when ANS search to expand
the company’s product portfolio, but also when exploring new application areas for their
own technology. In their resource management ANS intend to stay as flexible as possible,
which opens for the possibility of acquiring these capabilities externally in the future. Such
tasks can be carried out as consultancy projects by universities or specialized engineering
firms (Tether 2002; Bessant & Rush 1995), whereby ANS themselves are not forced to hire
the personal internally.
Conclusively, it is clear that it is a considerable vulnerability to a small company’s
absorptive capacity if it resides with only one or very few persons. This seems to be the case
for ANS. Because, for a small company the loss of personal can be devastating, in terms of
lost knowledge about the market but also about emerging new technologies are also lost with
that person. Therefore it is important, especially for small companies that the contribution to
the company’s absorptive capacity is distributed amongst as many employees as possible.
This is often not the case in smaller firms, with less human resources dedicated to support
the absorptive capacity (Chesbrough 2010).
6.1.1.2

Employees: the most important internal innovation source

ANS most important internal innovation source and resource, is its employees and their
knowledge, which agrees with the findings of Gassmann & Keupp (2007). In addition, the
employee’s interdisciplinary backgrounds complement each other well and foster an
innovative and creative working atmosphere. This correlates with the work of Bommer and
Jalajas (2004) who argued that: “… the greatest innovation comes where various functions
(such as marketing, production, and R&D) interact to develop products and processes that
best meet the needs of the customer”. As such, employee involvement not only refers to
R&D personal, but is an open approach to capitalize on the creativity of co–workers
throughout the entire organization. It was also claimed that SME’s smaller size and their
more efficient communication is the reason why they rate co–workers higher as an
innovation source than do larger firms (Bommer and Jalajas 2004). ANS speed and
flexibility in the business execution, certainly make up an interesting foundation for its
future innovation and growth.
However, ANS small size and limited organizational structures, with functions such as R&D,
marketing and management only residing in one or few people, limit the diversity and scope
of creative input. This make up a competitive disadvantage compared to larger companies
with their superior source to human input for innovation and absorptive capacity
(Chesbrough 2010).
Although, whereas being small can be a considerable liability (Gruber & Henkel 2004) to a
company what comes to resources, both financial and structural, it can also be a competitive
advantage when it comes to flexibility and speed of execution and decision–making (Laursen
& Salter 2004). This as such implies that ANS is not restricted in their creative work by any
organizational inertia, which can be the case in larger companies (Gruber & Henkel 2004).
This allows ANS to test new ideas and innovations more quickly.
As with the absorptive capacity, ANS, and small companies in general are more exposed to
the loss of personal, with which both knowledge and creative input is lost. Especially
devastating for the small high–tech company is the loss of technical expertise, or personal
with strategically important knowledge, such as people from management. This is thus an
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additional argument why ANS would need to grow bigger in order to reduce the impact of
such threats. At the same time increasing the possibility to capitalize on a larger number of
work force in their innovation process.
6.1.1.3

Resource management

ANS follows a flexible and opportunity based strategy towards their resource acquisition and
management. It relies on the customer’s requirements for needed project capacity.
Capabilities not available within ANS, such as legal advice for formulating project
agreements or IPs are out–sourced. This prevents ANS from keeping these functions
internally, thereby reducing overhead costs. This is an open strategy towards resource
management, which has proved to be a more efficient process than the internal processes
used by ANS larger customers. This flexibility and the speed of business execution is also
the reason why larger firms like to work with ANS, according to the CEO Mattias Karls.
However, in order to pursue an opportunity based and flexible resource management
strategy, the needed financial resources, both internally or at investors, must exist and be
available to ANS. Financial liabilities, which is often the case for small firms (Gruber &
Henkel 2004), could prevent ANS from acquiring some strategically important resource at
the needed moment. Thereby ANS could lose interesting business opportunities.
As discussed elsewhere (van de Vrande et al. 2009), SME’s main motives for implementing
open innovation is market related, e.g. to meet customer demand and reduce the product
time–to–market. In addition any financial or structural resource liabilities for any given
project could be overcome by being open in the innovation process (Lee et al. 2010).
Entering agreements with external partners allows using their complementary resources (van
de Vrande et al. 2009). This is strategy that ANS pursue in their collaboration with
universities and customers. This allows them to follow a more asset light resource strategy.
A risk, though, is that ANS become too dependent on external resources in their innovation
process and not being able to perform the work by themselves if needed. An open approach
to resources management, could as such make ANS too reliant on the capabilities of external
partners, who may prioritize their own projects. This may impede ANS from innovating
effectively. Therefore it is recommended that ANS incorporate internally such strategically
important project–overlapping resources over time. They could as well apply an even more
open strategy by entering collaboration with a larger number of alternative sources to support
their innovation process and reduce the risk.
6.1.1.4

IP and knowledge protection

ANS have been extremely conscious from the early beginning to protect their technology.
The importance for small companies to secure their technology from infringement by IP
protection was also discussed more in–depth elsewhere (Chesbrough 2006). Therefore ANS
filed a patent even before starting to discuss with any potential customers. However, the
protection of ANS innovation is further enhanced by being secretive about the very core
knowledge and know–how of the technology. Their core technology is never revealed
externally. As such, it is described in general terms to the customers and support is openly
provided on application and development issues. However, the chemistry and properties of
the liquid used to apply the low friction coating is kept a business secret. Here it is
appropriate to remember the firm GO (Chesbrough 2006) who was too open and transferred
and lost their technology while discussing a possible partnership with Microsoft. Only later
they found themselves incapable of making legal charges due to financial liabilities. This
highlights the importance of ANS being secretive about their technology in external
partnerships.
ANS although admits that any early IPs can be vulnerable. Sicne the technology had not
been fully tested and they did not know which solution was the best one. This confirm
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Chesbrough’s argument (2006), who claimed that in the early stages of a technology a
company do not know how to best protect their innovations, but should instead concentrate
to find a suitable business model for that technology. Furthermore, early on one has a limited
knowledge about the technology, which could lead to missing technical claims in any initial
patents. In such a case, a competitor with similar technical solutions and knowledge, or a
patent “troll” (Chesbrough 2006), could easily file for IP being alternative (maybe better)
solutions. In doing so, they could file for IPs that fills in missing gaps in ANS technology.
Such a scenario could completely kill ANS technology, or put both firms in a dead–look
situation. In the latter case, a cross–licensing agreement would have to be considered in
order for both firms to be able to use each other’s technologies (Chesbrough 2006).
Yet, ANS is a challenger on an established market with a new technology for which they
have a lead over any potential fast followers in the industry. This provides them with great
opportunities for filing for new IPs and strengthens the IP portfolio and technology over
time.
Although, ANS emphasize that filing and protecting IP from infringement is both time–
consuming and costly, this is a considerable challenge to small companies. This finding
corresponds with the discussions on SMEs scarce resources and difficulties to protect
themselves against IP infringements (Gruber & Henkel 2004; Chesbrough 2006).
Nonetheless, this fact could considerably restrict ANS from aggressively protecting their
technology with further IPs. This could put them in situations where they chose not to file for
a patent due to resource limitations. Which in turn could have dangerous consequences as
they could lose the control of technology already developed internally. Then they would be
forced to license–in, because someone else filed for the IP before ANS. It is especially
difficult for small companies to protect their IP from larger more financially and resource–
rich firms (Chesbrough 2006). Larger companies can easily take advantage of smaller firms’
financial and structural liabilities. The threat of long and costly legal IP lawsuits was also
explained as the main reasons why many smaller companies choose not to file any lawsuit
against large companies (Chesbrough 2006). Thus it is suggested that ANS protect the most
important ideas and if no resources are available, develop strategies how to circumvent this.
Especially the investors or national programs for supporting entrepreneurs could be
interesting sources of both capital and legal advice.
6.1.1.5

IP–licensing and value creation strategy

One can say that ANS in some sense exercise an IP–enabled business model (Chesbrough
2006). For which a strong IP portfolio makes up the company’s future revenue source, by
technology out–licensing to its customers. This is a very strong open innovation practice, of
dealing with IP as a tradable resource and additional revenue source (van de Vrande et al.
2009; Chesbrough 2010; Chesbrough 2006; Panagopoulos & Park 2008), but also a strategy
that increase the returns of internal R&D efforts (Lee et al. 2010)
At the moment ANS concentrate on larger markets. Nevertheless, ANS also consider the
possibility of licensing their technology to actors wanting to provide a completely different
market segment, where ANS themselves do not have the capacity and resources to enter at
the moment. In such cases ANS could even deem it possible to sell the technology partner
the exclusive right to that specific market, which would prevent ANS from entering later on.
This is an open innovation practice that allows firms to market their innovations through
external channels (Chesbrough 2006), thereby providing with additional revenue streams.
However, markets or business segments where ANS do not see profitable markets or do not
want to be active, due to resource or capability constraints, could become successful and
grow in the future. Then, if ANS would have licensed the technology to some technology
partner, and later wanted to enter that same market, it would increase the competition and
consequently reduce profits (Arora 2001). This could make up a lost revenue stream would
ANS have sold any technology partner the exclusive right to serve that specific market.
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Nonetheless, an ideal partner for licensing ANS technology would be a supplier to the
automotive industry. However, a possible disadvantage to work with such a technology
distributor, i.e. technology intermediate, is that the company can become detached from
communicating directly with the customers. It was also suggested elsewhere (van de Vrande
2009) that organizational issues are the most important hampering factors when working
with outbound open innovation practices. This can lead to difficulties in the organization of
innovation, the execution of daily task, communication, and aligning of cooperation partners.
Such organizational issues may lead to greater efforts for organizing ANS innovation
process and also to the loss of valuable information about the customer and their problems.
This, because the information would go through the supplier and could become filtered or
transformed. Especially for ANS these direct communications with the customer are very
important sources for providing with new ideas and innovations. On the other hand,
licensing the technology to suppliers of the automotive industry would also allow ANS to
capture value. For example, by accessing the partner’s distribution and marketing reach
(Narula 2004; Allio 2004 & 2005) a company can capture value indirectly. In addition, if
being a supplier on a global market it would also allow ANS to expand its reach to
international markets as well, which would be difficult business endeavour to sustain with
the current company size.
Additionally, by achieving a more complete protection around its core technology and
know–how, ANS opens up some new interesting revenue sources in addition to the
technology out–licensing strategy. For instance ANS could become the supplier of the
special liquid and other process materials and tools, needed for applying the low friction
coatings in production. Furthermore, ANS could perform trainings and continue with the
consultancy service to its customers. These new opportunities coincide with Chesbrough’s
arguments (2010), who suggested that possible roles for SMEs in an open innovation world,
is to; become a specialist providing technology expertise or pursue a niche, a new, or a small
market.
6.1.1.6

Considering other revenue sources

In addition to the revenue streams mentioned above, ANS also consider the possibility of
spinning– and selling–off internally generated technology that they do not want to market
themselves. By either selling off the IP or by developing and spinning–off the technology in
a separate company, which later on can be sold off completely. Chesbrough (2003) also
highlighted the enormous potential in venturing by illustrating how 11 projects spun–off
from Xerox research laboratories came to exceed the value of the parent company by a factor
of two.
However, ANS see it as unlikely to venture a new start–up company to become a daughter
company to ANS. This due limited resources and their current business focus. It was also
emphasized elsewhere that venturing need considerable financial investments and formalized
contracts (van de Vrande et al. 2009), which often is not available in SMEs. We however
believed that it is possible, even for small companies, to venture and manage new start–up
companies. We actually came about a small Swedish start–up company with less than 20
employees that generated two new spin–off firms. They explained how the venturing of new
start–up companies allowed them to access considerably more venture capital, than if they
would have developed the technology internally. One of the two start–up firms was even
able to gather more risk capital than the mother firm and is on a good track of becoming
more successful. It is therefore thought by the authors of this master thesis, that the less
diversified technology development in the mother company, with the focused product
offering of the new start–up company, had a positive effect on the raising financial support
from venture capitalists. It is also clear that the increasingly growing risk capital market help
small companies in their competition with the larger companies’ superior financial resources,
by accessing external capital to support their technology ventures and innovations.
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The vulnerability of a spun–off and sold–off technology is, however, that it can become
successful in the future. This would be an opportunity and revenue loss to the company. It is
therefore recommended that ANS should consider the possibility of venturing any new
innovations through daughter start–up firms, which could also help ANS access a greater
amount of total investments for ANS technologies. If becoming successful the start–up
would than pay license money to ANS (for the initial technology), which would further
increase the revenue streams.
For a schematic view on ANS technology exploitation, as explored by our SWOT analysis,
please see Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 SWOT on ANS’ technology exploitation.

6.1.2

SWOT on ANS technology exploration

6.1.2.1

External innovation sources and partnerships

ANS follow a strategy of sharing the technology research with Swedish universities and the
development with their customers. This is a powerful strategy towards innovation that
certainly emphasize that ANS is an active user of open innovation in their R&D process. In a
way one could actually see ANS as working as an innovation intermediate (although
performing the majority of their R&D themselves) with their own technology, by
coordinating research and development between universities and co–operation partners. In
this way the core technological knowledge that ANS want to keep secret from their industrial
co–operation partners (i.e. customers) is detached from the development and application
work. In turn, making it difficult to imitate ANS technology, because the complete know–
how is never shared externally. It was also argued elsewhere (Lee et al. 2010) that SMEs
prefer networking with universities in their exploration activities, due to their fear of losing
technology to potential competitors. This seems to be the case for ANS.
Nonetheless, both universities and ANS customers are important external sources to ANS
innovation process. Partly contradicting this is Bommer and Jalajas (2004), who argued that
SMEs rate their customers high as sources to innovation, whereas universities were, rated the
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lowest. This, however, disagree with our case findings on ANS, who see both sources as
extremely important for their innovation process, but for different purposes. It was also
suggested that university collaborations play an especially decisive role in the early stage of
many technological driven start–ups (Christensen et al. 2005), and that universities are
important for SMEs focusing on fundamental research (Lee 2010). This maybe explains the
earlier discrepancies, as ANS is high-tech company with need of supportive fundamental
research, who mostly universities and research institutes can provide.
Although clearly practicing open innovation in their R&D process, ANS somewhat restricts
themselves from capitalizing fully on this powerful approach towards innovation, as some
parts are kept secret. From the theory (Chesbrough 2006) and our case description, it is
understandable why ANS applies this strategy to protect them from transferring their
technology know–how completely to the customers. However it is equally true that this
constraint the collaboration partners from completely understanding the technology and
being able to provide with inputs on all aspects concerning ANS technology. This could also
lead to the costumers becoming more careful themselves from revealing information back to
ANS. We, however, agree with ANS that this is a necessary tactic in order to allow for their
IP–enabled business model and also open for some new revenue sources as discussed above.
Although restricting ANS from applying open innovation to its full potential, they also have
to be careful not to transfer and loose too much of their core knowledge and secrets to
external sources. When the customer becomes the complete truth they can choose to
continue to work by themselves and disconnecting ANS from the further development
collaborations. It is both difficult and cost a lot of time and money to prove that someone is
using ANS technology, which implies great efforts that are not sustainable for a small
company like ANS. For a discussion on SMEs liabilities and contamination issues, please
refer to Gruber and Henkel (2004) and Chesbrough (2006), respectively.
In addition, a close relationship to both universities and industry leading co–operation
partners provides ANS with important information about the market’s interests. In the case
of universities they are frequently involved in national research programs and collaborations
with other companies, which provide ANS with a source of third party concerns. Van de
Vrande (2009) also highlighted that SMEs predominantly involve customers in their
technology exploration process and that external networking is important for SMEs ability to
acquire missing knowledge. On the other hand, working with external companies on the joint
development of ANS technology, allows ANS to work directly with customer specifications
in their product development work. This as such, offers a strong input for ANS innovation
process, providing with great in–put for improvements of ANS technology.
6.1.2.2

External complementary resources

ANS open innovation strategy for its R&D process, allow them to capitalize on the external
resources and infrastructure existing at partner universities and at development partner’s
laboratories. Thus in their customer verification projects both ANS and their partners benefit
and are able to improve the product by providing complementary resources and knowledge
to the development work.
However, ANS could become too dependent in their innovation process for the resources
existing at their development partners and at universities. Since, ANS partners might
prioritize their test equipment for other projects, which could hamper the overall
development progress and direction of ANS technology innovations. It was also claimed that
large firms often lack the understanding for how business is conducted in small start–ups and
the importance that these partnerships play for the start–up (Minshall 2010). It was also
argued that too strong connections to large firms can limit opportunities for SMEs. They
therefore prefer external networking with other SMEs or with universities over large firms
(Carlsson et al. 1994). ANS working with several co–development sources parallel could
however reduce some of this risk considerably.
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Likewise, performing too much development and verification work externally could have the
contra productive effect of ANS becoming detached from the application work and not
become all relevant data and knowledge about the performed tests, such as used practices,
standards and tools. This is a power imbalance that can affect the effectiveness of the
partnership (Minshall 2010). A major risk is also if some partner with some strategically
important complementary resources decide to discontinue the collaboration with ANS.
Therefore it is also recommended to partner up with several sources of complementary
resources and also consider acquiring some test–rigs for supportive internal verification test.
Nonetheless, exploiting external resources permit ANS to follow a more asset–light strategy,
and reduce the expenditures for expensive R&D equipment. Moreover, successful
collaborations with several external development sources could help ANS reduce the total
product time–to–market (van de Vrande et al. 2009), which would benefit not only ANS, but
also their customers.
6.1.2.3

Partnerships for marketing and distribution

To support ANS own internal marketing process, they have strengthen their marketing
capabilities and reach, by collaborating with external partners like the technology network
Invest:Sweden and the incubator UIC. Especially the partner network Invest:Sweden help
ANS with international marketing or finding co–operations or a partnership on global
markets. In addition, working together with well–known industry leaders like Volvo and
Scania, gives ANS publicity and reputation, which can help ANS acquiring new industry
partners on a global market. As a supportive remark Narula (2004) suggested that external
cooperation with mature companies, with established marketing and distribution channels,
can help SME become global contacts to the innovation market. It was also claimed
elsewhere (van de Vrande et al. 2009) that SMEs’ main motives for applying open
innovation are market related ones. It was also suggested that SMEs are good at innovation
but lack adequate resource for commercialization (Gans and Stern 2003; Allio 2004 &
2005), while Chesbrough (2003; 2006) concluded that SME benefit from complementary
resources such as networks, marketing and distribution channels of larger firm.
ANS, however, admits that it is difficult to find the right partner for product marketing, who
really understands ANS and are able to properly market ANS technology or help to find the
right collaboration partners.
The direct end–user, although extremely important for supporting with application in–put, is
thought to be less suitable for licensing ANS low friction technology coating. Instead it is
suggested that a stronger customer focus could be directed towards suppliers to the
automotive industry, who could support ANS by providing distribution and marketing
capabilities. A globally active supplier could, additionally, support ANS by serving a larger
number of customers on the international market.
Although working with intermediaries, both for technology marketing and distribution, is a
good way of accessing external complementary resources and capitalizing on capabilities
existing out–side the company’s own barriers (Chesbrough 2003; van de Vrande et al. 2009;
Spithoven et al. 2010), it also implies that ANS would position itself further away from the
end–user. In this way losing the direct knowledge interchange about application issues with
the customer. Supporting this it was also discussed elsewhere that customer interaction is
one of SMEs most used open innovation practices, because of its limited need for financial
resources to be managed (van de Vrande et al. 2009). Therefore, it is recommended that
ANS make parallel use of external marketing and distribution channels and do not lose the
valuable input from the end–user–customers.
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6.1.2.4

IP in–licensing strategy

ANS have a less optimistic view on the company’s possibilities and needs to access
externally generated technologies and IPs, by IP in– or cross–licensing. Although
successfully using an IP enabled business model for outward IP licensing and revenue
generation, ANS see less opportunities in the inward IP licensing to access missing
technologies and innovations. It was also claimed that both outward and inward IP licensing
is generally less practiced by SMEs, as such practices require considerable financial
investments, formalized contracts and a structured innovation portfolio approach to manage
the risks (van de Vrande et al. 2009). Therefore, due to ANS’ currently focused product
offering and their scarce resources for building these necessary structures, this approach is
probably the most logical strategy in the current business phase. Moreover, ANS also
highlights how it can be difficult to access external technologies being a small company and
that most firms prefer licensing their technologies to larger firms with well–established
marketing and distribution channels to serve the market. Chesbrough (2010) also concluded
that SMEs can be deemed less attractive as partners due to their limited resources, their
lower market presence and industry prestige.
Nevertheless, there is some vulnerability in not considering IP in–licensing, as it could be
that ANS coating technology know–how and knowledge about the market and the customers,
could allow them to draw on these synergies and support the same customers with other,
externally generated, coating technologies that could also fit to ANS business model.
Potentially contributing to ANS revenues and business growth.
For a schematic view on ANS technology exploration, as explored by our SWOT analysis,
please see Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 SWOT on ANS’ technology exploration.
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6.2

Analysis and discussion for case
commercialization at JeeLee Software

2:

Open

JeeLee sees a number of motives and challenges for implementing open innovation as a part
of conducting its business. It agrees with van de Vrande (2009) that motives for
implementing a more open innovation process includes meeting higher objectives such as
increased revenue as well as access to complementary resources, access to external
knowledge, improved ability to meet customer demands, reduce product time–to–market, as
well as keep up with market development.
At the same time JeeLee sees some challenges in implementing Open Innovation which
needs to be handled. JeeLee admits that its ability to innovate is currently hampered and
suffering from not having more personal. Options are restricted by the limited availability of
personal resources, as concluded by Gruber and Henkel (2004).
JeeLee feels however that liability to newness is not something that it is suffering from. It is
believed that all the required relationships can currently be handled which contradicts the
findings of both Gruber and Henkel (2004) and Romanelli (1989). As stated by JeeLee,
“being small is not the same as being new”.
Assessing JeeLee by answering the diagnostic questions proposed by Chesbrough (2011) it
is clear that JeeLee is a type 1 company which must be considered as a weakness. As stated
by Chesbrough, a type 1 business has not an articulated business model nor do they have a
process for managing one. Both of these two statements are true for JeeLee, whose business
model was not clearly formulated. The company lacks a process for managing one. JeeLee
has an undifferentiated business model, with no real innovation process and lacks a strategy
to manage intellectual properties. It is also a niche business with a small market and the scale
of R&D is in practice non–exiting.
Looking at the business model of JeeLee, they have an unclear, close to non–existing, value
proposition and competitive strategy. At the same time JeeLee operates at the end of the
value network in a small market segment. Any activity to establish new customers while
having an established and running contract would directly affect the firm’s revenue stream
since fewer hours will be invoiced in the short term. When searching for a new assignment it
is more time efficient to use an intermediary, such as a consultant broker, and tap into its
existing network than compared to building a network of its own. In practice working as a
subcontractor JeeLee becomes locked–in and dependent upon its partnerships.
The current situation with frame work agreements, consultant brokers and the pressure from
larger, both national and international, consulting firms, i.e. competitors, makes it very hard
to differentiate the provided services. A part from making sure that the consultant has the
right knowledge, i.e. fitting the needs of the customer, the only way to differentiate is by
price. This situation can be considered as the commodity trap of software consulting, at least
for small consulting firms, and as such it is a weakness of the current business model.
JeeLee thinks that escaping the commodity trap is the most important task for the company
at the time. Finding a way to be able to charge premium prices for its services is very
important for the continued existence of the company. Without increased premium prices
and revenue JeeLee sees little reasons for continuing it current business since the yearly
profits are diminishing.
As a part of answering the strategic question, as formulated in chapter 1.3 let’s look into
technology exploitation and technology exploration based on the case of JeeLee.
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6.2.1

SWOT on JeeLee’s technology exploitation

Technology exploitation, i.e. to transfer internal technologies to external organisations for
commercial exploitation, is not something that JeeLee to date has spent any efforts on.
Looking further in to the different ways of technology exploitation this becomes clear.
6.2.1.1

Intellectual properties

While JeeLee finds the concept of technology exploitation in general to be an interesting
topic, they see no relevant application of outward IP licensing in the software consulting
industry. Most of the innovative ideas are based on the tacit knowledge of the individual
consultant. JeeLee see little or no incentives for creating an IP. In addition, creating an IP is
considered too resource consuming. Also if outward IP licensing where conducted JeeLee
sees that they have too little resource to actively protect these IP from infringement, which
goes against the findings of Grassman et al. (2010).
Technological innovations created while on a customer assignment has always been the
property of the customer. This is clearly a weakness. In total JeeLee considers IP out–
licensing to be a threat. However, it is admitted the lack of experience in creating a patent
etc. might be an issue when it comes to the willingness to go forward and create an IP.
6.2.1.2

Venturing

JeeLee sees venturing, as such; to be interesting and that it could provide opportunities for
further growth, especially in collaboration with external partners. This collaboration is
needed since without it venturing, without anyone else, is considered to be a too resource
consuming activity.
6.2.1.3

Internal sources of innovation

Being a micro company there is basically only one internal source of innovation, the
employees. The employees are, for JeeLee, the single most important source of innovation.
JeeLee considers both the formal (education) and tacit (experience) knowledge of its
employees to be a competitive strength and a requirement for further growth in the future.
Being a software consulting company JeeLee is essentially not worth anything without its
employees. JeeLee figures that if you remove all the consultants (employees) from a
consulting firm it will become an empty shell with basically very little, or no, real value. It
would be like removing all the machinery in a plant.
6.2.1.4

Partnerships and networking

As a small consulting software company JeeLee considers partnerships and networking as a
way to reach the market to be a crucial activity for its continued existence, especially in a
market where the use of framework agreements is so commonly used. Networking is
something that JeeLee already does to with potential assignment providers such as consultant
brokers. The more or less required signing of framework agreements is considered a
weakness since the lack of resources (i.e. size of company is too small) prevents JeeLee from
signing their own framework agreements.
Networking with other companies, primarily companies that are complementary to JeeLee,
such as consultant brokers, to reach the market is a strength. It could provide more
opportunities in the future. However, in such partnership the consultant broker has the
advantage in being able to select the consultant
Setting up future, and closer, partnerships directly with customers, i.e. not using any
intermediaries such as consultant brokers, is something that JeeLee sees as an opportunity.
This would include signing framework agreements if required by the customer. Today
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JeeLee identifies this as a major weakness. Not having any closer partnerships with the
customer obliges the micro firm to rely on intermediary companies.
Many of the partners with which JeeLee co–operates are also competitors. JeeLee has seen a
trend lately that many of the larger and more traditional consulting firms are beginning to
open up their process of finding the right resource for the assignment. By partnering up with
competitors JeeLee has the opportunity to increase the likelihood for signing an assignment.
Working with large companies in asymmetric partnerships is not something that JeeLee
thinks that it cannot escape since most of the market is effectively reduced by the framework
agreements. JeeLee feels that these asymmetric partnerships are a weakness for the company
and that the larger companies have the upper hand when closing deals.
Co–operating with other companies, both competitors and complementary companies, as a
way to reach the market will make it harder to differentiate your services from those
provided by the other companies from a customer’s point–of–view, making the cooperation a
threat to the company.
Handling the tacit knowledge and preventing the outward going flow of tacit information,
especially towards competitors, is an important task for JeeLee. If not handled correctly this
is threat to JeeLee. It is a task that must be handled with finesse since it cannot affect the
customer.
JeeLee takes advantage of using external partnerships to overcome difficulties in the market.
Difficulties as such as being locked out from the market by framework agreements and
getting access to new assignments. External partnerships also lead to reduced costs of
marketing which is a strength and in–line with the finding by van de Vrande et al. (2009) and
Moensted (2007). However, the external partnerships required to get an assignment also
leads to reduced revenue and a weakness, since the intermediaries take their share of the
price paid by the customer.
6.2.1.5

Specialisation of offering

One opportunity to consider would be to further specialise in a certain programming
language/environment or a software product such as SharePoint28. Specialising on a niche of
knowledge would reduce the potential competitors. Being a specialist would enable charging
more for the services. As a result it is believed that this would enable improved profits for
JeeLee. It would provide a way to escape the commodity trap of software consulting.

6.2.2

SWOT on JeeLee’s technology exploration

The opposite of technology exploitation, technology exploration, deals with acquiring new
knowledge and technology externally from outside of the company’s organisational
boundaries. JeeLee is heavily dependent on exploration and it is used a lot. JeeLee considers
it to be a general strength of the company to acquire knowledge from outside of the
company. This is needed in today’s business environment, (especially in a knowledge
intense industry as the software industry) where knowledge sometimes has a very short life
span.
6.2.2.1

External sources of innovation

As stated, technology exploration is something that JeeLee finds very important and this
indicates that the different external sources of innovation are important for the company.

28

SharePoint is a web application platform created by Microsoft. It supports various combinations of
enterprise website types and is typically associated with web content management and document
management systems.
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Customers are also considered as a major source for innovation, just as suggested by von
Hippel (1988). While being on an assignment, observing the needs and wants of the
customer allows JeeLee to adapt and provide value adding services that meet these
requirements from the customer. JeeLee believes that the current and continued focus on the
customer and their needs is a strength. It may provide many opportunities in the future and is
a key to continued success. This can be seen as the concept of co–creation with customers
from Chesbrough (2011). It allows JeeLee to acquire more tacit knowledge about the
customers’ real needs while it at the same time allows the customer to influence and track
the progress.
Competitors are also considered as a viable source for innovation. By keeping an eye on the
competition JeeLee tries to foresee trends in the industry. Working on an assignment at a
customer, JeeLee frequently meets consultants from other companies. This gives almost
daily interactions with competitors and provides valuable (tacit) knowledge about what
issues or areas that needs to be understood. This can be anything from technical to marketing
related issues. However, using competitors as a source of innovation implies that the
competitors can do the same. As a result, this outgoing flow of knowledge to competitors is a
weakness. If this knowledge flow turns out to consist of tacit knowledge then it would be a
sever threat to JeeLee
Suppliers are not applicable to a micro firm as JeeLee. The suppliers that JeeLee’s customers
use can be considered as indirect complementors. In that sense neither company has chosen
to formally cooperate with each other. JeeLee considers many of these complementors to be
a source of innovation. JeeLee sees opportunities for various innovations that might come as
a result out of using these products or services on a daily basis. Examples of these suppliers
and their products include Microsoft products, like the Office suite and the Visual Studio
development environment, and different open source products/projects, like the Linux
kernel, to name only a few.
One opportunity that JeeLee sees that technology exploration could be implemented is in the
form of using sub–contractors. Taking on other consultants as sub–contractors is something
that JeeLee very much see as an opportunity. JeeLee figures that by teaming up with a
number of other small consulting firms, both complementary and competitive, would be
innovative.
Other external sources of innovation, more theoretically oriented, are universities and
various sources of information such as journals, books and the internet.
Universities and schools are, to date, not something that JeeLee has had any connection with
apart from for attending a master program to increase the formal business knowledge.
However JeeLee sees that establishing a closer connection to one or more applicable
universities (or schools in general) would most likely create future opportunities since
universities are sources from where many talented persons comes from.
Journals, books, internet etc. are currently very important sources of innovation for JeeLee.
They improve the knowledge required to stay competitive in the consulting business. JeeLee
considers it current usage of these resources to be a current strength as well as an opportunity
for innovation in the future for the company.
Open source software is used to gain an advantage over the competition. Knowing how and
when to use different open source project is believed to provide a cutting edge.
Looking at JeeLee’s sources of innovation is clear that these are in line with already known
findings which state the customers, employees and journals are highly rated sources of
innovation while suppliers are not as highly rated innovation sources (Bommer & Jalajas
2004; Chesbrough 2006).
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6.2.2.2

Intellectual properties and assets

IP in–licensing, i.e. purchasing intellectual properties, is not something that JeeLee currently
does not see as an alternative, simply because these are not something that is current required
to perform the daily business activities.
Another strength is to consider the intellectual assets, both tacit and formal knowledge, that
each employee brings into the company as a form of technology exploration.
6.2.2.3

Absorptive capacity

Regarding JeeLee’s absorptive capacity, i.e. to recognise the value of new, external
information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends; JeeLee tries to retain a high
capacity by occasionally attending conferences, courses and similar activities. However,
even if JeeLee currently have one employee, with a higher education level, it is believed that
the company is limited by its size which negatively affects its absorptive capacity which is
in–line with the finding of Gruber and Henkel (2009). A loss of one employee would lead to
complete lack of absorptive capacity making this a clear threat to JeeLee.

6.2.3

Service business model innovation

In general, an open business model would enable opportunities that otherwise would have
been unreachable. Collaborating and co–creating with customers, using open source when
applicable are a few examples of this.
Another aspect is how the business model itself allows for technology exploitation to accrue.
Since JeeLee is a pure service provider they believe that the thoughts described by
Chesbrough (2011), such as; (1) transforming the business model and (2) thinking about the
business as a service, has already been implemented. Having a service-based business model
is a present strength. This enables dynamic customer specific solutions compared to the more
static off–the–self solutions provided by products.
JeeLee could however consider a move from a pure service based business model by
creating a product, or product suite, of its own. This would allow JeeLee to sell services
around this product (suite), such as customizations and implementation of special feature
requests. In some respects this would be a step back to the original business model of
JeeLee, to be an ISV. It would provide an opportunity to effectively combine and provide
value adding products with value adding services for the customers, in a niche market. This
is in line with Chesbrough (2011) when he argues that being a pure service company is not
enough and that providing a platform for others build up on would be the ultimate goal for a
service business, i.e. having a platform business model.
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Figure 6.3 Moving towards a platform business model.
On the topic of providing a platform in the software industry, JeeLee sees no greater
difference in providing a software product or as Software–as–a–Service (SaaS) or a software
platform as long as the software product has support for third party plugins or is extendable
by third party. JeeLee can see the benefits of opening up a product/platform and allow others
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to provide value adding plugins etc. It is more of a mindset problem, to think that others can
and may add features to “your” product. The Linux kernel29, WordPress30 and SharePoint are
examples of platforms that JeeLee see successful implementations of platform business
models.
One opportunity to find new revenue sources when constructing a platform to build upon
could be, as suggested by Chesbrough (2006), to experiment. Especially in a software
environment, where it is fairly easy to construct prototypes, experimenting would provide
quick feedback.

6.2.4

Summary of SWOT on JeeLee’s open innovation aspects

A schematic summary of the identified strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of
the different open innovation aspects, including open service innovation, can be seen in
Figure 6.4
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Figure 6.4 Summary of SWOT on JeeLee’s open innovation aspects.

29
30

See http://www.kernel.org/ for more information.
A very popular, and open source, content management system (CSM), see http://www.wordpress.org.
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7

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

In this chapter we aim to provide the reader with an aggregated view of our findings from
each case firm’s respective SWOT analysis related to the research question: To identify
strategic implications in applying Open Innovation in a small Swedish high–tech company.
However, it should be clearly understood that we do not intend to make any generalizations,
as our case population is restricted in size and also come from different sectors. Nonetheless,
each case study have provided with valuable knowledge on how open innovation is
organized in these two small Swedish high-tech companies.

7.1

The need for external information

Initiating the conclusions, it should be remarked that small high-tech companies are in great
need of external information and technologies to support their innovation and
commercialisation process, which promote their growth. As more technological
opportunities exist in high-tech industries, they must rely more heavily on their absorptive
capacity. However, small companies also have limited resources, both financial and
structural, that hamper their ability to understand, assimilate and incorporate external
information. Thus, it is understood that small companies have limited critical mass to
effectively manage these tasks by themselves.
In our particular case studies we found that, due to the limited number of personal, much of
the responsibility for supporting the company’s absorptive capacity reside in very few
people. This not only limits their capabilities of absorbing external information, but also
constitute a considerable threat if any employee would leave the organisation. The impact on
smaller companies is also believed to be greater than compared to larger enterprises.
However, as observed in the case study concerning ANS, they partly resolve this liability to
smallness by supporting their own absorptive capacity through external collaborations with
both universities and customers, who provide ANS with valuable information and strongly
support ANS’ overall absorptive capabilities. In this way ANS access external knowledge
and know-how, which do not have to be created internally, which can help ANS reduce both
their R&D costs and also the total product development time. This in turn will benefit both
ANS and their customers.
Whereas, in the case of Jeelee some of the limitations of absorbing external information is
also avoided by collaborating with consultant brokers and co-creating with the customers
and also competitors, who provide both technological and non-technological tacit knowledge
and complement JeeLee’s own absorptive capacity. Thus an effective networking is of
highest importance for JeeLee’s absorptive capacity. Closely related to the available
information sources are the innovation sources, as describe next.
An interesting finding for both ANS and JeeLee is their mutual preference to capitalize on
the knowledge and initiative of their co-workers in the technology exploitation process,
whereas on customers in the technology exploration process. In both companies these
sources to innovation are considered to be the main contributors, providing with knowledge,
know-how and creative input. As a supportive remark it was also argued elsewhere that
SMEs prefer these sources to innovation due to their need of less investment for managing
the informal and unstructured activity (Bommer & Jalajas 2004).
In addition, ANS also support their technology exploration by networking with Swedish
universities. Especially this source to innovation could serve as a new interesting opportunity
for JeeLee, considering university’s greater access to human capital, which could support
JeeLee’s future expansion or external outsourcing of software projects. Moreover, JeeLee
also use competitors and complementary companies as additional sources of creative input
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and by using and following open source software projects and blogs, respectively, it is
possible for JeeLee to acquire further technical know-how.

7.2

The need for complementary resources and
partnerships to master liabilities

By opening up the business model and exploiting on externally available complementary
resources, especially small firms can overcome their financial and structural liabilities. In
this aspect we found that ANS use a very open and flexible approach to support their R&D
process, by sharing research with universities and development with industry partners. In this
way ANS are able to access certain strategically important complementary resources and
infrastructures that are actively used in ANS innovation process.
In addition to this, we also noticed how ANS wants to profit from their external partnerships
also for their product commercialization process, thereby drawing on industry partner’s
established infrastructures for marketing and distribution. Especially larger suppliers to the
automotive industry were deemed by ANS as most suitable to partner-up with. By so doing,
ANS extend their reach to a larger number of end-customers, preferably also on an
international market; ANS needs help to go global.
A threat with such an open approach to resource management, however, is that a small
company can become too dependent on the externally available resources in their R&D
work, which in turn could restrict their innovation efficiency, as well as their speed and
flexibility of business execution. These later structural advantages of SMEs was also said to
provide smaller companies with a competitive edge (Chesbrough 2010). Besides it is a solid
fact that large companies often lack the understanding for how small companies organize
their business, and one to the SME important partnership could be of lower priority for their
larger industry partners.
However, in the case of ANS they try to counteract such weaknesses by collaborating with
several industry and university partners in parallel. Likewise they employ a flexible approach
to their internal resource management and conduct out-sourcing of functions that are not
need on a daily basis. This is e.g. the case for their legal work of formulating complex
partnership agreements and patents. In turn, these open innovation practices allow ANS to
pursue an “assets light” resource strategy.
Whereas in the case concerning JeeLee, it was observed that they instead focused their
external collaborations around supporting their sales and marketing abilities. In this way,
JeeLee accesses the market and distribution reach of their partners. Therefore JeeLee apply
consultant brokers to serve as outsourced sales and marketing department of JeeLee’s
consultancy services, thereby bypassing JeeLee’s own structural limitations to perform such
vitally important business task internally. Moreover it enables JeeLee to capitalize on the
consultant brokers wider network in the search for new assignments and revenue streams.
However, there are also downsides to these partnerships, as the consultant brokers play a
dominant part in the negotiations, which implies a power imbalance in the collaboration.
Potentially increase the competition for JeeLee, as the consultant brokers choose partners
from a larger pool of alternative consultants. JeeLee in turn, see the opportunity of
counteracting this, by becoming more open in the marketing process and collaborate with
even more consultant brokers, also by trying to sign contracts directly with the end-customer.
However, in order to do this JeeLee would have to change its business model, by increasing
its critical mass and exploiting external source to innovation, which would allow JeeLee to
obtain larger projects directly with the end-customer. In the attempt of exploring the
possibility of business model renewal, JeeLee considers some interesting open innovation
activities, in order to secure a steadier revenue stream, as well as achieving organisational
growth. In order to accomplishing this, JeeLee considers the possibility and opportunity of
implementing an intermediary-based business model, i.e. working as a software production
house, where JeeLee acquire external projects and sub-contact these to JeeLee’s network of
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external partner consultants. In this way JeeLee could become a platform acquiring larger
projects, which run over a longer time period, while supported by a large number of human
and external resources. Thereby transforming JeeLee’s business model into an open business
model.

7.3

The need for protecting internal knowledge and
know-how

For any size company, but maybe more for small companies, it is important to protect the
internally generated knowledge and know-how from transferring externally. It takes much
time and money to build up know-how. It is a strong incitement for companies to be
secretive about their generated IP.
In our case study we observed how ANS pursue a so-called IP-enabled business model,
where licensing ANS technology to its customers should generate future revenues. It is
therefore easily understood what an important part their IP really play for their company
value, and why they need to protect this technology know-how from being transferred to the
customers and industry partners.
Although, it was equally observed that by sharing different parts of their R&D process, i.e.
research with universities and development with industry partners, they apply an interesting
strategy towards technology protections. Because in this way they are able to separate the
core technology know-how, as developed in collaboration with the universities, from the
application work performed with industry partners, i.e. potential customer. On the other hand
this strategy also restrict ANS to fully capitalize on their partners to be able to contribute on
all aspects of ANS technology. This is an approach to innovation that helps ANS to add
value to their IP-enabled business model.
In addition to the fact that IP and the protection thereof play an essential part of ANS
business model, the company CEO Mattias Karls, also highlight the fact that small
companies have limited abilities, due to limited human and financial resources to pursue an
IP-strategy of aggressively filing for new patents, while protecting existent patents from
infringement. This is especially true and hard when a patent is violated by larger more
resource-rich actors, which can “starve” small companies in an IP lawsuit.
Although JeeLee deems it very difficult for a software consulting company to protect their
knowledge by filing for any patents, they also emphasize the need to protect their tacit
knowledge from passing completely to the customers and competitors, with whom JeeLee
interacts on a daily basis. A further disadvantage is the context of consulting services as
stipulated by the “framework agreement”. For JeeLee is the fact that any IP generated while
being on an assignment, will normally belong to the customer. This also prevents JeeLee
from filing any patents, but also, and like in the case of ANS, JeeLee also have limited
financial and human resources to manage and protect any IP effectively, therefore JeeLee
have actually never considered this possibility.

7.4

Challenging open innovation practices

It was also discussed elsewhere that both IP in-licensing and venturing can be difficult for
small companies (van de Vrande 2009). This is thought to be due to the fact that such
activities are in the need of considerable resources to be organized. Therefore it is not a
sustainable open innovation practice, as many small companies are subjected to liabilities to
both smallness and newness that acts as an impediment.
In addition to this, ANS also emphasized the fact that IP in-licensing is difficult for small
companies, as potential IP providers prefer working with larger companies with wellestablished marketing and distribution channels to bring the innovation effectively to the
market.
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A disadvantage of not considering IP in-licensing is, however, that small companies have
expertise knowledge, which could have brought synergies to ANS business model and their
customer offering, as such become a lost potential revenue opportunity.
Furthermore, while ANS do not find it possible to start a new venture to become a daughter
company to ANS, due to facts already mentioned above, JeeLee on the other hand, sees it as
a potential major opportunity to be able to interact with other software consultants and start a
joint-venture. This discrepancy between the two companies is thought to due to the different
type of resources needed in both industries, i.e. sectors. As in the software industry the main
resource is the human resources and their knowledge, while in the case of ANS they are in
the need of complex specialty equipment, which is expensive in comparison.

7.5

The core findings

Conclusively, in our studies considering open innovation as a strategy for small high-tech
companies, we have realized that, although limited by financial and structural constrains,
small companies are able to use a considerable amount of open innovation aspects in their
business model. These being especially those that are less resource demanding.
However, whereas size can restrict small companies in some aspects, it can also provide
them with a considerable competitive advantage. Because, it was argued elsewhere that in an
open innovation environment, small high-tech companies should attempt to become
technology specialists, providing focused product offerings and services as a way to escape
the commodity trap (Chesbrough 2006; Chesbrough 2011).
With this and our findings for ANS and JeeLee in mind, we see the need and opportunities
for these two companies of being open in some aspects, whereas more reserved/closed in
others. While being open when capitalizing on external knowledge, resources and sources of
innovation, they acknowledge the need for especially protecting their knowledge foundation,
which is the main value-adding component for their business models.

7.6

Suggestions for further studies

It is clear that our studies on open innovation have many limitations. We therefore want to
suggest a couple of interesting points for future studies on open innovation.
•

Our case studies, being qualitative studies of two Swedish high-tech SMEs, do not
permit to make any generalized conclusions or hypothesis related to open
innovation, but can only provide us with a view reflecting these particular cases.
Therefore we suggest that further studies on the topic of open innvation should
include quantitative research with an aggregated view on high-tech companies on a
Swedish national level. Such studies would invite for more solid theory making.

•

Also our companies are from two different sectors and actually do not allow for
direct inter-sector comparison. Therefore we suggest that a more in-depth research
should be conducted on a single particular sector.

•

Furthermore, we have looked on two high-tech companies; however, it is a fact that
the largest sector in society is the service sector, followed by the manufacturing
sector. Both of these two sectors, though, are low-tech industries in general, and not
technology driven. Therefore it would be very interesting to get a clarification on
how such low-tech sectors use, or could use, open innovation in their businesses.

•

Moreover, we have looked on firms from the private sector, which are driven by
higher objectives such as revenue and organic growth that are vital for the
company’s existence and investor relationships. However, considering the public
sector (e.g. municipalities), which are not profit driven, and in many cases thought
not to be as cost-efficient as actually possible. This invites followers to study how
the public sector in Sweden could use open innovation to become more effective.
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•

Finally, it was claimed elsewhere (van de Vrande et al 2009) that medium sized
companies use open innovation more frequently than do smaller companies. We
have also noticed that our case firms, ANS and JeeLee, reject some open innovation
practices as not possible. However, it is our strong belief that as a company grow,
their capabilities and need to involve also in other open practices will also grow
stronger. It would therefore be interesting to take a long-term view on open
innovation in the growth process of a small company into becoming a more mature
medium-sized enterprise.
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